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We know Teton Valley

Cricket
Romanzi

Glenn
Vitucci

Claire
Vitucci

Ken
Dunn

Ann
Goodell

Kent
Wagener

Erica
Tremblay

Matt
Hail

Your locally owned source for
sage advice in real estate.
Valuing hard work, integrity
and community.
Our success is driven by the relationships we
have developed as a trusted source of local
real estate knowledge in Teton Valley and the
surrounding area. Our experienced agents are
committed to Teton Valley and its community.

Not pictured above:
Nell Hanson, Kathy Kilgallon, Julie Robinson
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189 NORTH MAIN | SUITE 100 | DRIGGS IDAHO 83422

208.354.9955

sagerg.com

Moyer Builders
Design Build
53 Years’
Experience
in all Types of
Construction

• Building Design
• Remodeling and Additions
• New Home Construction
• New Frame, Post, Log and
Contemporary Construction

PHOTO: COURTESY OF WRJ INTERIOR DESIGN

Greater Teton Area
moyerbuildersllc.com
moyerbuilders@silverstar.com

Pete Moyer 208-456-2385 or Jeb Moyer 307-690-0364

Idaho Contractor Registration: RCE-60
Licensed Resident Contractor
Class C Town of Jackson, Wyoming
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Oncology TeleHealth
partnership will save
you time and money
T
eton Valley Health Care has
partnered with Utah-based
Intermountain Healthcare to
provide select oncology care at Teton
Valley Hospital. Patients and their
families will
benefit from new
and expanded
essential services
including
chemo-infusion
therapies,
wound care, and
personalized
treatment
programs.

TeleHealth program. He’s a founder
and co-owner of Intermountain
Precision Genomics, a testing and
diagnostic center that is capable of
examining larger portions of DNA
to detect gene
mutation types
that may respond
better to unique
cancer treatment
approaches.

Our patients will
have real-time visits,
care planning, and
follow-up exams
with some of the
best oncologists in
the nation.

“Our Oncology
TeleHealth
program with
Teton Valley
Hospital will help
“Intermountain
patients and
Healthcare
their families in
provides more
many ways. For
cancer screening
patients, there will
- Keith Gnagey, CEO, TVHC, Inc.
and treatment
be a significant
services than
reduction in
all other health
travel time and
systems in Utah combined. Our
expenses, on top of building strong
patients will have real-time visits, care
relationships between our two clinical
planning, and follow-up exams with
teams,” said Dr. Haslem.
some of the best oncologists in the
nation, all without having to travel
TVHC and Intermountain anticipate
outside the valley,” said Keith Gnagey,
launching the teleoncology program in
CEO of Teton Valley Health Care.
mid October.
Dr. Derrick Haslem serves as Director
of Medical Oncology for Intermountain
Healthcare and oversees the Oncology
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For more information, call Anna Baler,
Nurse Manager, at (208) 354-6354.

Precision Genomics offers personalized
treatments for people with late-stage cancer by
analyzing a patient’s specific genetic makeup.
If an actionable mutation (a gene mutation
that has an identifiable target) is discovered,
drug therapy can be altered to specifically
fight the mutation. Intermountain Precision
Genomics is successful about 80 percent of the
time in matching a person to an effective drug
treatment.
Intermountain is the only healthcare system in
the nation with the capability to test and treat
for all possible genetic mutation types.
Learn more at goo.gl/Ed9vN4

tvhcare.org
WINTER 2017/2018
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Properties that are a world apart ...
Service that is world-class

D

Two Convenient Teton Valley Locations
Victor– Teton Springs
Driggs– 40 East Little Ave

208.787.8000
Toll Free 866.445.3328
www.asrrealty.com
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PHOTOS: SWOPE’S MOUNTAIN PHOTROGRAPHY

7th Annual

Driggs Snowscapes
Driggs, Idaho

FRIDAY, January 12
Snowscapes Snow Stomping

TUESDAY, January 16 - FRIDAY, January 19
Snow Sculpting Competition

SATURDAY, January 20
Competition Judging and
People’s Choice Voting

SATURDAY
January 20
SNOW BALL
Driggs City Center
7pm - 11pm

www.DriggsSnowScapes.org

WINTER 2017/2018
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GET BAC K
OUT THERE

Spine surgery can make a huge difference in your life, but it’s not something to
rush into. Here at St. John’s Peak Spine Center, our patient education program
ensures you and your family understand the process. And our team of experienced
surgeons, nurses, and therapists works with our orthopedic program manager to
give you the personalized care you deserve before, during, and after your stay. Call
us to be introduced to a patient ambassador. Our goal is simple: to get you back to
the things you love.

94%

OF OU R PAT IE N TS EX PR E SS OVE R ALL SATI SFAC TI O N
( T HE NATI O NA L AV E R AGE I S 7 1 %)
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307.739.6 1 9 9 | teto n ho spi ta l. org/ spi n e

Youth Philanthropy
Grant Program
Provides Seniors at Teton High School with a hands-on learning
opportunity in philanthropy. Participating students solicit and
review grant proposals, meet with applicants, discuss effective
strategies for community impact and award grants to local
nonprofits.
2017 Grants Funded —
Community Resource Center:
Bilingual Entrepreneur Project

$528

Greater Yellowstone Coalition:
Don’t Poach the Powder-Idaho

$500

Subs for Santa:
Teen Christmas Gifts

$500

Teton County 4-H:
$550
4-H Food Donation for Seniors in Teton County
Teton County Idaho Search and Rescue:
$550
TCISAR Vehicle/Mechanical Equipment Maintenance
Teton Regional Land Trust:
$500
Teton Valley Trumpeter Swan Nesting Project, Youth Outreach & Education
Teton Valley Education Foundation:
VOICE Student-to-Student Mentoring

$500

Teton Valley Health Care:
$500
Bringing Health Opportunities to Impoverished Community Members
Teton Wildlife Rehabilitation Center:
TWRC Grant Management Database

Total Grants Awarded:

$872

$5,000

Stewarding the next generation of
philanthropists & nonprofit advocates.

www.cftetonvalley.org
Community Foundation of Teton Valley
(208) 354-0230 | PO Box 1523 | 189 N. Main | Driggs, ID 83422
Spring & Fall Competitive Grants • Youth Philanthropy • Tin Cup Challenge
WINTER 2017/2018
magazine
Donor Services • Nonprofit Resources & Workshops
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publisher’s
note

Happy Birthday Teton Valley Magazine! Twenty years. Forty issues.
Hundreds of stories. Thousands of readers.
This magazine has always been about our beautiful place and our
people: longtime community members, mid-time members, and new
members. After “just” twenty-two years as a full-time resident, I’m not
sure if I have yet attained mid-time member status. Nevertheless, this is
home for me, Mac, and Eddie, our Teton Valley dog #4.
In the Winter 2005–06 edition publisher’s message—the only other
one I’ve written in all these years—I talked about change: “‘This place
is changing fast’ is a mantra you hear often.” I also wrote about change
in the leadership at Powder Mountain Press (PMP), as I took on the role
of publisher with a promise: “Against the backdrop of change, there’s
one thing you can count on to remain consistent: PMP’s commitment to
making Teton Valley Magazine the best it can be. You’ll continue finding
top-notch stories and photographs celebrating the valley’s past, present,
and future, and profiles of the remarkable people who call this place
home.”
Now, today, more change is afoot: I’m stepping down as owner and publisher of PMP,
handing the reins over to Sage Hibberd and Kate Hull. These two bright, talented, and
enthusiastic young women will carry on with the promise I made twelve years ago.
I will miss my morning conversations with Kate and Sage in our third-floor perch in the
Colter Building. And I will miss working with the others it takes to put together a magazine.
So many have touched this publication over the years, including those who have worked
on staff: Kristine, Linda, Marianne, Lori, Sharon, Marcia, Joan, Nola, Dave, Kisa, Jeannette,
Sage, Wayne, Megan, Lane, Dawn, Joe, Jeanne, Jamye, Kate, and, of course, Mac, our editor
in chief and my husband of forty years.
Then there are all the freelancers who have touched us and our readers with their words,
photographs, and illustrations. And I’m stunned by their sheer number as I compile this list:
Deb, Eric, Catharine, Cara, Kerry, Wayne, Jamie, Jim, Lauren, Jayme, Vickie, Bobbi, Jacki,
Frank, Susan, Marilyn, Stephen, Peter, Mary Lou, Whitney, Lark, Howard, Jim W., Greg,
Jerry, Sharon, Fred, Joy, Angela, Morgan, Patty, Earl, Mark, Meghan, Lisa, Jonah Lisa, Judy,
Emily, Amy V., Kathleen, Tom, Amy A, Molly L., Molly A., Rob M., Sue, Mary, Dan, Stefanie,
Jenn, Bruce, T. Hamish, David, Cory, Christina, Liz, Mel, Karen, Rebecca H., Gary, Parker,
Liza, Christine, Erin, Rebecca M., Bridget, Beth, Laurel, Rob C., Rich, Rick, Lucy, Joyce…
Finally, and perhaps most important of all, are the many businesses that have touched
and filled the pages of our magazine with their advertisements. Without the support of the
business community, which pays our bills, Teton Valley Magazine would not exist. Your
belief and confidence in our brand is humbling, and so very much appreciated.
Thank you all.

PHOTO: JAMYE CHRISMAN

P.S. I have fond memories of the nighttime streets of downtown Driggs in mid-January
1974, when I first arrived for a winter job at Grand Targhee. The soft glow of business lights
illuminated snow piles higher than I had ever seen, as I used the corner phone booth to call
home in Seattle … now this is my community, my place to call home!
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got ice?

RINK OPENS
NOV 11TH!

Visit our website for
schedules & programs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Open Skating
Youth Hockey

Youth Skating Lessons
Girls’ Hockey

Coed Adult Hockey League
Women’s Hockey

Adult Learn to Skate or Play
Pick-Up Hockey

Making the good life in Teton Valley even better.

208-399-2ICE
Culture. Recreation. Community.

380 S. Agate Avenue • Victor, ID

tetonvalleyfoundation.org
WINTER 2017/2018
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publisher

Nancy McCullough-McCoy

nancy@powdermountainpress.com

editor in chief

Michael McCoy

mac@powdermountainpress.com

art director

Catherine Coe Photography

Sage Hibberd

LINN CANYON RANCH
A Classic Taste of the West

Elegant Sleigh Ride Dinners
Holiday Parties • Private Events • Winter Activities

graphics@powdermountainpress.com

associate editor/social media
Kate Hull

kate@powdermountainpress.com

marketing + sales representative
Nancy McCullough-McCoy

nancy@powdermountainpress.com

marketing + sales assistant
Joan Mosher

info@powdermountainpress.com

contributors

(208) 787-5466 • 1300 E 6000 S, Victor, ID 83455
linnranch@silverstar.com • linncanyonranch.com

Molly Absolon
Lara Agnew
Jamye Chrisman
Cody Downard
Joyce D. Edlefsen
Meghan Hanson
Kisa Koenig
Molly Loomis
Christina Shepherd McGuire
Liz Onufer
Linda Swope

Winner of 1st place in
the Magazine–General
Excellence category,
Idaho Press Club’s Best
of 2014, 2015, and 2016

taking you to new frontiers
We specialize in enterprise computer repair,
software support, and ongoing technical consultation.
CONTACT Carolyn Cleary at cc@doublecit.com or
by calling 208-201-8509 | www.doublecit.com
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Teton Valley Magazine is published twice
yearly by Powder Mountain Press, Inc.
18 N Main #305 | PO Box 1167 | Driggs ID 83422
(208)354-3466
TetonValleyMagazine.com

©2017 by Powder Mountain Press, Inc.
No part of this magazine may be reproduced
in whole or in part without written permission
from the publisher. Editorial comments, ideas,
and submissions are welcomed. The publisher
will not be responsible for the return of unsolicited photos, articles, or other materials unless
accompanied by a SASE.
Printed in the U.S.A. Volume 21, No. 2

6,000+ Local Owners Strong

Buy from the company you own!
•

•
•
•

Fall River Propane is a subsidiary of Fall River Electric,
a cooperative, which means everyone who receives
power from FRE is an owner of Fall River Propane.
Teton Valley’s LARGEST locally owned propane
company, serving you for over 16 years.
Full-service, trained and certified technicians
Competitive prices: The best value for your dollar

Fast, Affordable, and
On Your Way.
McDonald’s®
of Jackson Hole

Open & Serving your favorites 5:00am - Midnight Daily

Free Wi-Fi

1110 W. Broadway, Jackson, WY • 1 mile west of Town Square

307-733-7444

WINTER 2017/2018
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contributors

Liz Onufer (Musical Notes, page 28, and Winter First Responders, page 40) has been
exploring the Tetons since 1998. Originally from New Jersey, she admits it only
when someone catches her accent when she says “water.” Liz is an English teacher, freelance writer, and PhD student who does her best thinking in the mountains
or on the water. She enjoys hiking, horseback riding, rafting, and skiing. She has
also enjoyed working at a number of places around the valley—like Grand Targhee Resort, MD Nursery, and Teton School District 401—where she has come to
know the people almost as well as the landscape.

Lara Agnew (Over the Hill, page 70, and Exposure, page 88) is a lover of stories. She
relishes hearing them from friends and strangers, reading them to her children,
and sharing them through her work as a photographer. Before opening her own
photography business, the Washington State native traversed the West as a field
biologist and outdoor educator. Lara enjoys spending time with her husband, their
two kids, and their faithful dog, pursuing adventures big and tiny. When not wrangling little humans, you can find her seeking good light with her camera, tending
to her garden, or playing in the mountains.

Molly Loomis (Far Flung, page 74) is a longtime contributor to Teton Valley Magazine and other local, national, and international publications. In her free time,
Molly volunteers with her dog Kali, helping young readers build their literacy
skills with Pet Partners. She is also the co-founder of the Andy Tyson Memorial
Fund. Molly is currently working on a book about medicine in the Himalaya. Follow her at @LoomisInk or find more of her stories about travel, adventure, and
conservation around the world at mollyloomis.com.

Cody Downard (Small-Scale Spending, page 62, and Winter First Responders, page
40) grew up outside Eureka, Kansas. The day after graduating from Kansas State
University with a degree in Park and Natural Resource Management, he moved to
the Rocky Mountains. It was while he was working as a ranger in Yellowstone that
Cody’s love for nature inspired his photography, and his hobby became his career
when he moved to Vail in 1999. A resident of Victor since 2013, Cody photographs
nature, outdoor sports, weddings, and more. He enjoys mountain biking, Nordic
skiing, fly fishing, paddle boarding, and hiking. In winters, he and his wife Colleen
own Teton Pines Nordic Center in Jackson Hole.
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PHOTO: KATE THOMPSON FEUCHT, LARA

Molly Absolon (All in a Day’s Work, page 32) is a freelance writer living in Victor with
her husband and teenage daughter. Her work, which appears regularly in regional
publications, supports her travel and outdoor recreation habit. She can usually be
found on her bike or in a boat during the summer and on skis in the winter. She’s
a member of the Victor City Council and writes a regular column on mountain
sports for the Jackson Hole News&Guide.

advertiser
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Quick. Easy. Affordable. CARE.
Tests and services include:
 Flu test

 Flu vaccine

 Injections

 Strep test

 Tdap

 Ear irrigation

 Mononucleosis test

View all services at cacheclinic.com
Open M-F, 4-8 p.m. | (208) 354-1156
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All Season Resort Realty
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Alliance Title
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Anytime Fitness/Spin Cave
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Barrels & Bins Community Market
15
Bun In The Oven And Beyond
39
C.R.A.S.H.
69
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23
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38
Victor Emporium
22
Victor Valley Market
68
Yöstmark Mountain Equipment
39

Organic Produce

Juice & Smoothie Bar

Coffee • Tea
Local Raw Milk
Beer • Wine
Artisan Bread

Hot soup
made fresh daily

with organic ingredients.

Open Everyday 9-7
Juice Bar open everyday 9-2

36 S. Main, Driggs, ID • 208-354-2307
www.barrelsandbins.market
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Grab a coffee and a plate of fried chicken and
waffles at Tetonia’s Badger Creek Café
Beat the crowds and enjoy fresh powder during
an Early Tracks session at Grand Targhee Resort
Cozy up with a chai tea and buttermilk blueberry muffin at Daydreams Espresso
Take to the snow on two wheels! Rent a fat bike
at Habitat and explore the valley’s groomed trails
Learn about critters in winter on a snowshoe
hike with Grand Targhee Resort’s naturalist
Skate or classic ski on Teton Valley Trails &
Pathways’ groomed Nordic trails
Refuel with a smoothie or freshly squeezed
juice at the Barrels & Bins Smoothie Bar
Explore the Teton outback on skis with
Yöstmark Backcountry Tours
Search open waters for snow-white trumpeter
swans (but keep your distance, please)
Peruse local fare Saturdays beginning in January at MD Nursery’s Winter Farmer’s Market

*
16
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Visit our Dining section for more bodacious breakfast ideas

PHOTOS: ISTOCK.COM; MITTENS, CODY DOWNARD

Ways to Play

Midday

top to
bottom

Morning

30

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

Evening
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Sip through a fine lunch at Three Peaks
Dinner Table, now serving Italian cuisine
Pop into Guchiebird’s and try not to buy
something
Score thrifty deals at the See N’ Save’s new
location on West Little Avenue
Tackle the famous Wydaho Nachos at the Trap
Bar & Grill; stick around for après live music!
Slurp a soda at the Victor Emporium or in
Driggs at Corner Drug
Volunteer to walk a dog or three at the Teton
Valley Community Animal Shelter
Take a day trip to Island Park and explore
Harriman State Park’s 24 miles of Nordic trails
Find must-have decor and homegoods at
Driggs’ The Rusty Nail and Victor’s Festive Living
Prepare to be wowed by the Teton Geotourism
Center’s terrific exhibits
Work out the knots with a massage from
Stillwaters Spa & Salon at Teton Springs Lodge

*

Turn to our Dining section for additional lunch ideas

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Satisfy your inner foodie’s cravings at Forage
in Driggs, named the best restaurant in Idaho
Glide to your favorite tunes at Kotler Ice
Arena’s Friday Night Ice public skating
Kick back under the lap blankets on a Linn
Canyon Ranch sleigh ride
Join the Wildwood Room’s Monday night Teton
International Table Tennis Society
Sample sushi with a side of Kimchi Pancakes
at Seoul Restaurant in Driggs
Share stories from the slopes and sip specialty
brews on tap at West Side Yard in Victor
Bundle up on a horse-drawn sleigh ride and a
Wyoming-style dinner at Grand Targhee’s yurt
Catch a movie at Pierre’s Playhouse or take in
the annual performance of A Christmas Carol
Enjoy a runway-side repast at Warbirds Café,
then check out the vintage aircrafts nearby
Get down and get funky with some late-night
live music at the Knotty Pine in Victor

*

Go to our Dining section for more dinner suggestions

WINTER 2017/2018
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The rink, which falls under the auspices of the Teton Valley Foundation, is a covered, open-air facility that provides access to hockey programs, figure skating
lessons, and open skating time for the entire community. The vision of founding
board member Ari Kotler, the project grew into a community effort that raised
over $450,000 in one year. It took more than 250 private donations, ranging from
$10 to $50,000, along with a $200,000 partnership with the City of Victor to make
reliable ice a reality.
While Teton Valley winters are usually cold and packed full of snow, it was often
impossible to keep the ice from melting when Mother Nature had warmer plans.
Now, the two-month season has been expanded to five, no matter the weather.
“The rink at the Kotler Ice Arena allows young children to experience a winter
activity in a protected environment, or neighbors to connect over a shared winter
experience, while they watch their kids learn new hockey skills,” says Erica Linnell, executive director of the foundation. For a full schedule of programming and
season pass information, visit tetonvalleyfoundation.org.
18
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Honey might be the nectar of the gods, as
“they” say, but the natural sweetener has
another claim to fame: In fermented form,
it becomes mead, or honey wine, and is
said to be the world’s oldest alcoholic beverage. Mead is made by fermenting honey
with water, with the optional addition of
spices or fruits. But don’t let the main ingredient fool you. Just like wine, mead can
be dry, bubbly, or sweet. Local brewer Rob
Dupré of Chasing Paradise Meadery brews
up the boozy nectar at his shop north of
Driggs. Stop by Broulim’s Grocery, the Liquor Market, or Barrels & Bins in Driggs or
Moonshine Liquor in Victor for a bottle of
Rob’s hard apple cider, or his raspberry or
plum mead, to name a couple of varieties.

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF TETON VALLEY FOUNDATION, SKATERS; SWOPES MOUNTAIN PHOTOGRAPHY, SNOW SCULPTURE

Attention hockey players and other lovers of skating: You’ve got ice! Victor’s Kotler Ice Arena is kicking off its longest season of ice time yet, thanks to the new
chiller system that was installed last winter.

Business

Recreation

top to
bottom

Got Ice

Honey,
Honey

Education

Doble Inmersión

BEAUTIFUL
LANDSCAPES
START HERE

For two kindergarten and first grade classes at Driggs Elementary School, it could
be said that English and Spanish are one and the same.
This school year, Teton School District 401 launched a Dual Immersion Program,
providing young students with curriculum taught in Spanish part of the day and
English during the remainder. The goal: Impart a higher level of language skills in
students, both native English and native Spanish speakers. The district will continue this program for students as they go through middle school and high school.
Superintendent Monte Woolstenhulme points to forty years of research that
shows dual immersion is the most powerful way to help a student reach high
levels of alternative language proficiency, other than living in a second language
environment. Students participating in similar programs have been shown to exhibit increased cultural sensitivity, enhanced cognitive skills, and preparedness
for the global community.
Although the program is offered only at Driggs Elementary School, students from
throughout the district are welcome to enroll. For more information, contact the
school district, 208-228-5923.

Community

Landscaping & Design
Excavation • Rock & Pavers
Water Features
Maintenance & Irrigation

Frozen Art
What do you get when you combine freezing
temperatures, a dozen teams of sculptors, and
a whole lot of snow? Dazzling creations you
have to see to believe. As part of the 2018 Teton
Valley Great SnowFest, the much loved sculpting
event, Snowscapes, will happen at the Driggs
City Center plaza Tuesday, January 16, through
Friday, January 19, with the final judging taking
place Saturday, January 20. Watch as giant
blocks of snow are transformed into Wizard of
Oz scenes, goliath wildlife, and other stunning
displays. driggssnowscapes.org

208.354.8816 • 2389 S. Hwy 33 • Driggs, ID

www.mdlandscapinginc.com
Open Year Round

WINTER 2017/2018
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top to
bottom

Big Laughs

If you have family in “the big City,” or perhaps have even lived there yourself, it’s easy to
chuckle at the daily contrast to life in Teton Valley: Their early-morning-rush congestion meets
our moose-in-the-road traffic stopper. Such humor doesn’t typically make it to the big screen.
But comedian and Eastern Idaho native Ryan Hamilton is working to change that, by sharing
his musings on small-town upbringing versus his new Big Apple life in the television stand-up
special Happy Face, which premiered this fall.
Ryan grew up in Ashton and has family in Teton Valley. His jokes—all of which are family-friendly—share a slice of the Idaho lifestyle, from Ashton’s 4th of July parade that circles the block
twice, to taking a hot air balloon ride, to stories of a mooching moose in his mother’s backyard.
“I really fought to be able to shoot the special in New York City because I thought talking about
my Idaho roots there was a lot more fun. I love being home in Idaho and get there as often as
I can. I don’t like being away from the Tetons for too long,” Ryan says. “Central Park is nice,
but sometimes it just doesn’t cut it.” The hour-long special can be viewed at the subscription
streaming service Netflix.com. And, know this: Whether you’re a resident Idahoan or a visitor
from afar, you’re in for a good belly laugh or two.

Slowing Down

Meditation
in Motion
Exercise and relaxation don’t always seem
to fit together so well, but for Tai Chi, it is
a match made in nirvana. A series of nineteen movements and one pose offer a lowimpact exercise chock-full of benefits. And
thanks to Seniors West of the Tetons, those
interested in the internal Chinese martial
arts can calm their minds and soothe their
muscles weekly in a beginner or intermediate session. For a current calendar of
the free classes and other programs, visit
tetonseniors.com.

20
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Combat
Sniffles

The days are shorter and the
temperatures are freezing. And although
snow sports take many winter lovers
outdoors, these frigid days can be a
blow to the immune system, thereby
keeping many cooped up and inactive.
But before you submit to the seasonal
sniffles, consider what Teton Valley
Magazine learned after catching up
with Teton Valley Hospital’s Dr. Nathan
Levanger. We asked him how to keep
our health in tip-top shape and avoid
that winter cold. Here’s what he said:
•

•

•

•

Make sure you get enough sleep.
It is easy to get busy helping with
homework or watching late-night
football games that can limit your
sleep. Most adults need eight
hours of sleep per night.
Don’t forget to exercise! It is
harder in the winter because of
the weather and shorter days,
obviously, but it is important to
make sure you fit this into your
schedule.
Get a flu shot; arrange an
appointment with your doctor or
stop by Broulim’s Pharmacy.
Eat well. It is easy to slip when
fewer fresh vegetables are
available—and, adding insult to
injury, a lot more baked goods and
other sugary treats are around to
tempt you during the holidays!

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF PAROSEGARTEN MEDIA GROUP, RYAN HAMILTON; COURTESY OF ELISA DAVIS, RIVERTIME

Keeping Things Light

Wellness

Made in Teton Valley

River Time

If you’ve wandered into the shops found throughout the valley, or ventured to
a regional art fair, odds are you’ve come across Elisa Davis’ Rivertime Designs
work: Beautifully crafted tiles with rustic designs of Western landscapes like
the iconic Tetons, fall foliage, and leaping trout. Each piece begins with an oil
pastel painting, which Elisa then transfers onto tile using sublimation.
“First you spray on a clear coating to the tile and let that dry for a couple
days,” Elisa says. “I paint the artwork on paper first, then I use a graphics
program and print out the image in reverse with a special ink that reacts with
heat.” The artwork is pressed onto the tile with a heat print at 450 degrees.
Elisa began with silk-screening, but says she felt restricted by the color limitations. “I like to keep my work fun and free,” she says. “I love incorporating our
surroundings.”
Because it sprouted from her slow-paced mountain town lifestyle, Elisa decided to name her tile and art company Rivertime Designs—she creates most
of her work at her home near the Teton River, after all. To learn more and/or
to order a tile for yourself, visit rivertimedesigns.com.

Seasonal Home
& Garden Décor
Gifts & Floral
Winter Farmer’s Market

208.354.8816 • 2389 S. Hwy 33 • Driggs, ID

www.mdlandscapinginc.com
Open Year Round
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IDAHO
IDAHOSOUVENIRS
SOUVENIRS
IDAHO SOUVENIRS
FLYSHOP
FLYSHOP
• SANDALS
SUNGLASSES
SUNGLASSES
• HATS
• CLOTHING
GIFTS
SUNGLASSES
• HATS
SHOES
•
GIFTS
•
T-SHIRTS
• HATS
T-SHIRTS
SHOES
• GIFTS
• T-SHIRTS
ESPRESSO
• JEWELRY
FLY SHOP
ESPRESSO • JEWELRY
ESPRESSO

Can you believe
we got all this at
the Emporium?

208-787-2221

Located in downtown Victor, ID
Open 7 days a week

208-787-2221

LocatedJackson
in downtown
Victor,
~ Just 30 minutes from downtown
Hole
~ ID
Open 7 days a week

• Te m p l e F o r k F l y R o d s •

S m a r t Wo o l • L a k e n • R a p a l a • S p o r t i f f

•

~ Just 30 minutes from downtown Jackson Hole ~

happy• customers!
• Temple Fork Fly Over
Rods 1
• million
Smar tWool
Laken • Rapala • Spor tiff

•

What do you
do when it’s
not a
Powder Day?

FAT BIKE

Teton Valley, ID | 208-787-2453 | Jackson Hole, WY | 307-201-5453

www.FitzgeraldsBicycles.com

Experts of the
Tetons

Stop by the restaurant
3pm - 8:30pm,
Monday, Thursday, Friday
1pm - 8:30pm, Saturday
1pm - 7:30pm, Sunday
Like us on Facebook!
364 N Main St., Driggs, ID
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Sweat Equity

Homeofof
Home
THEWorld
WorldFamous
Famous
THE
HuckleberryMilkshake
Milkshake
Huckleberry

C l o u d v e i l • S m a r t Wo o l • L a z y O n e • S t o r m y K ro m e r • P i s t i l

Cloudveil
• Huckleberry
Mountain
• Native
Native
Eyewear
•• Pistil
Cloudveil
• Huckleberry
Huckleberry
Mountain
Eyewear
Pistil• •
Patagonia
•
Products
••KAVU
• Pistil
• Smartwool

S u n c l o u d • S m i t h • C a r h a r t t • D a n s k o • Te m p l e F o r k F l y R o d s •

C l o u d•
v e Toys
i l • S•
m aTEVA
r t Wo•
o l Suncloud
• L a z y O•
n eRapala
• Storm
Kromer •
• PSmith
istil
KAVU
• yAventura

Suncloud •• Smith
Smith •
• Suncloud
Carhar tt ••Dansko
Rods •
Patagonia
KAVU •
• Temple
Temple Fork
Fork Fly Rods

Dancing &
Donating
When Stacey Simmons moved to Teton Valley five years ago from Missoula, Montana,
she decided to bring her love of the dancefitness class known as OULA—named after
creator Kali Lindner’s hometown of MissOULA—to Driggs. Now, with five classes
each week for beginners, seasoned pros,
and even juniors, OULA-Driggs has become
a beloved fitness experience that Simmons
says “is all about how it feels, not about
how it looks.
“Each OULA class brings a sense of community and a safe place to come express
yourself,” she says.
With four instructors, and anywhere from
five to eighteen dancers per class, Simmons’ hope is simple: Get the community
dancing! But beyond the $5, hour-long,
cardio-driven classes set to top-40 hits,
Simmons and her tribe of OULA enthusiasts are also working to give back. The first
Friday of every month, they host Dance &
Donate, with 100 percent of proceeds going
to a local nonprofit.
Throughout the past year, Dance & Donate
classes have benefited the Hispanic Resource
Center, Family Safety Network, and more. To
attend a class or recommend a nonprofit,
visit the OULA-Driggs Facebook page, facebook.com/ouladriggs.

Visit with your healthcare professional
about the beneﬁts of a sleep study.

New Service
Teton Valley is Well Groomed
2017-18 Grooming
Because of YOU!
Schedule & Maps
Visit tvtap.org/Nordic-grooming

DONATE TO TVTAP TODAY!
Your support keeps Nordic skiing in Alta, Driggs and Victor available and FREE to
visitors and locals. Please make a gift to TVTAP this winter so that you don’t have
to imagine Teton Valley without Nordic skiing. tvtap.org/shop
Teton Valley Trails and Pathways - www.tvtap.org - tvtap@tvtap.org
WINTER 2017/2018
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Mother
Christmas
Subs for Santa’s Gogie Reynolds
embodies the holiday spirit

NEW RETAIL
LOCATION

Same great
service from
a local
company

BY CHRISTINA SHEPHERD MCGUIRE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY KISA KOENIG

G

ogie Reynolds believes
“guilt by association”
landed her the executive
director role at Subs for
Santa in Teton Valley, but
I call it “dharma.” You see,
according to Buddhist
belief, dharma is the ability to carry out that which you were
put on this earth to do (or that which
aligns with the principles that govern
the universe).

“I’ve never known a
group of people to be
so forgiving and giving.
Everbody looks out for
each other.”
– Gogie Reynolds
If providing twenty-eight years of
Christmas gifts and food to local families in need hasn’t put Gogie on a path
to enlightenment, it at least deems her
a saint in the eyes of the recipients. Today, Subs for Santa goes well beyond
Saint Nick’s Christmastime duties, by
taking care of year-round needs for
families facing hard times.
“I knew all the poor people in
town,” says Gogie, about her former
serendipitous role as manager of the
See N’ Save Thrift Store in Driggs.

Families would come into the store to
express their needs to Reynolds and,
following in the footsteps of her grandmother, she would rally donations to
help. Then, in 1989, Teton Valley resident Jan Hall started Subs for Santa.
Reynolds was perfectly poised to be
her right-hand woman.
What started out as a two-person
gig (Hall and Reynolds) has blossomed
into an organized nonprofit, complete
with six board members and roughly
three hundred volunteers. Their biggest giving event culminates with a
Christmas party at the LDS church in
Driggs for families needing help during the holidays. At this chili feast,
families and volunteers gather among
an outpouring of food, goodie bags,
treats, and a table of gifts for the children. Santa Claus divvies out the presents and each family leaves with a bag
full of requested items contributed by
a sponsor, potatoes donated by the
Teton Seed Potato Marketing Association, full bellies, and ear-to-ear smiles.
The event is as much a celebration of
community and family as it is a charity.
“I’ve never lived in a better community than Teton Valley,” says Gogie, now
a Fremont County resident. “I’ve never
known a group of people to be so forgiving and giving. Everybody looks out
for each other.”
For those who can’t make the party,

SERVICES:
Internet
Wireless Phone
Television
Voice
Smart Home
Controls
Security
Computer and
phone repair

1670 N Highway 33 • Driggs
208.354.3300 | SilverStar.com
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Delivering More!

The Birth Center
> Exceptional care, comfort, and privacy
> Beautiful setting with views of the National Elk Refuge
> Well-appointed suites featuring abundant natural light

LEADS TETON

> In-room labor tubs for patient comfort

SANTA, CHARGED

> Cesarean section rate far below national average

RESIDENTS IN NEED.

> Breast feeding rate well above the national average
> Support from certified lactation nurses in hospital
and after returning home
> Prenatal care services
> Monthly groups for babies and families

625 E. Broadway | Jackson, WY | 307-739-6175 | tetonhospital.org/birthcenter

Services include

Tax Planning & Preparation,
Payroll, Accounting,
Bookkeeping & Consulting
208.354.1023 | www.chircopcolyer.com
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VALLEY’S SUBS FOR
WITH HELPING

Subs for Santa has a dedicated runner.
“Sometimes there’s a pride factor with
people in crisis,” Gogie explains. “But
if they turn down my help, I still try to
make sure they get what they need.”
That’s where the runner comes in: As
an anonymous volunteer, the runner
leaves a bag of gifts on the family’s
front step, rings the doorbell, and then
“runs like hell.”
So, how does Subs for Santa work?
One can always call Reynolds
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday, with a family need (her
number is listed in the newspaper). But
to officially apply for the Subs for Santa
program, the head of the household
needs to fill out an application that
includes the number of children in the
family and proof that the family resides
in Teton County, Idaho. Applications
are available during the holidays
through the Subs for Santa store at 30
East Wallace Street in Driggs. Once
accepted, families submit a list of
essential items they need for their kids.
A sponsor signs up to adopt the family
and fill their requests.

If You’re Lucky Enough to Live in the Mountains,

You’re Lucky Enough!

Gogie explains that it’s the organization’s duty to keep everyone on the
up and up. “We are not here to give
handouts; we’re here to give a helping
hand,” she says.
And it doesn’t stop there. Subs
for Santa also provides opportunities
for people to adopt a child for backto-school, an idea given to Gogie by
her granddaughter. On the first day
of school one fall, her granddaughter
(who was 14 at the time) encountered
a girl crying in the bathroom because
other girls were teasing her for
wearing hand-me-downs. In colorful
language, her spitfire granddaughter
told the girl the mean words weren’t
worth her worry. (Gogie chuckles as
she recounts the story.) Today, kids in
need can wear a new outfit on their first
day of school—donated by a sponsor
through this pet project—so that they
feel equal to their peers.
Throughout the years, Gogie’s volunteer efforts have sparked success
stories. “I remember one of the first
families I worked with,” she says.
“I went into their shabby house and
opened the fridge to find only a wilted
piece of lettuce.” She spent eighty dollars on groceries and returned to the
house with the offering. “The sevenyear-old little boy grabbed the gallon
of milk I bought and kissed it,” she recounts, regarding this validation of her
efforts. Today, the family owns their
house and has become self-sufficient.
“I’m so glad I do what I do,” Gogie says.
It would be easy for Gogie to take
herself off grid, since her Lamont property is accessible in winter only by a
five-mile snowmobile trip. However,
this dedicated thirty-three-year area
resident hasn’t strayed one bit from her
commitment to Teton County. Guilt by
association? Call it what you want. But
it takes a special individual to make the
twenty-six mile trip into Driggs, many
times each winter, to help families who
are now only distant neighbors. Old
Saint Nick would be proud.

Visit us today…. Under the Buffalo!
10 N Main | Driggs, ID 83422 | 208.354.9090 | SilverPeaksRealty.com

Stop by our new office location in the Colter Building!

TETON COUNTY TITLE
Your title company for the
past, present and future

18 N. Main St. Suite 300
Driggs, Idaho

Pictured (left to right)
Ruth Corcoran - Title
Officer, Daryl Fauth - Ma
nager, Tiera Parker Escrow Officer

208-354-5050
We take our jobs seriously. When investing in a new home, a new
site for your business, or your own Private Idaho ‘getaway’ you need
to have peace of mind that the property is truly yours and that the
closing is handled professionally. Please feel free to call us…we’re
here to help!

TetonCountyTitle.com
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Musical
Notes

Raising the Bar

Revitalizing Teton Middle School’s
musical traditions
hen Susan Christensen was hired as the music teacher at Teton
BY LIZ ONUFER
PHOTOGRAPHY BY LINDA SWOPE
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Middle School (TMS) in 2007, then-Superintendent Gordon
Woolley asked her to “please rebuild our program.” A series of
short-term music teachers had undermined what once was a
source of great pride and acclaim in the valley, stretching back
to the middle of the twentieth century.
From 1925 to 1967, Clarence “Prof” Murdock taught music
at Teton High School. A well-loved music teacher, Prof Murdock built a music program at THS in which a majority of students participated.
But after his forty-two-year tenure, the school’s music programs lost their allegro.
A year before Christensen joined the TMS faculty, Kristy Romano had taken the position of music director at THS. “The program was broken when I started,” Romano says.
From 2003 to 2006, there had been six different band directors at the schools.
Today, however, the music tradition and the legacy of Prof Murdock is being rebuilt
by the dedication and passion of Romano, Christensen, and fellow music teacher
Julie Schindler.
Commitment and consistency in the faculty was just the first step. Creating a
program that students wanted to be a part of was the next. At TMS, Christensen
sees the program as a place for kids to belong and succeed. “Sometimes, this is
what gets a kid to school,” she says.

Currently, about half of the students
at TMS participate in the music program.
Retaining these students as they move
to high school, though, is a challenge.
Sports, course schedules, and peer
stereotypes steer some students away
from continuing their musical pursuits.
Christensen is working to dispel such
myths as “athletes cannot be in band”
and “choir is for girls.”
“Students struggle between music
and sports,” she says. “Who says they
can’t do both? Why limit anyone?”
The choices in the music program
at the district are growing, too. Most
recently, Schindler joined TMS as the
strings teacher. Now in its third year,
the program boasts eighty students
who can choose to learn the violin,
viola, cello, or string bass. The initial

concern that a strings program would
pull students away from band has
proved unfounded. Rather, the addition
of the strings has grown the program,
and Schindler will now teach the class
at THS as well. She envisions one day
having a full symphony orchestra at
the high school, something the district
hasn’t seen for fifty years, since the
days of Prof Murdock.
“This is a big city program in a rural
district,” Schindler says.
The sounds and talents of such a
metropolitan-like program were evident last winter at THS’s inaugural
Mid-Winter Festival, showcasing valley
professional musicians alongside the
school program participants. Held in
the THS auditorium, the evening highlighted local artists Kristine Ciesinski,

FROM LEFT: TUBA
PLAYER IN THE HIGH
SCHOOL BAND; VIOLIN
STUDENTS AT TETON
MIDDLE SCHOOL; SUSAN
CHRISTENSEN TEACHES
MIDDLE SCHOOL BAND;
KRISTY ROMANO, THE
MUSIC DIRECTOR,
TEACHING HIGH SCHOOL
BAND.
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Wood-fired artisan pizza, salads, and the finest craft beers.

Candace Miller, Dave Bundy, Tim Hodgson, and others who played across the
genres, from opera to rock ’n’ roll and
bluegrass. The performance’s finale of
“Shalom,” a piece originally composed
for piano, was arranged by Romano and
Schindler for the students to perform
with the pros.
“The professional musicians were
on the stage, the band was in the pit,
and the choir was in the aisles,” Romano recalls. “It was my favorite moment
from the year.”
The students showcase their own
talents in a number of other events during the year, from the school concerts

Daily, 4pm - 10pm
(208) 980-7320
18 N Main, Colter Bldg, 3rd Fl, Ste 315
Driggs, ID

Distinctive Interiors Made Easy

1705 High School Rd., Suite 120, Jackson, WY • 307.200.4195
108 W Center, #4, Victor, ID • 208.787.7100
www.tetonfloors.com
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“Music is a great way
to build relationships,
a way to come
together and be
unified.”
–Kristy Romano
and District 6 Festival, to the Fine Arts
Festival and state and regional competitions.
“Music class has a great intrinsic
motivation because students know the
performance is coming,” Christensen
says. “It’s very public.”
The students are doing well in these
performances, in some cases competing against students from schools with
much larger programs in cities like
Boise, Portland, and Seattle. Last year,

Est. 1992

Grand Valley
Lodging

The Premier

Property Managers
in Teton Valley!
Serving Teton Valley since 1992, we provide a
customized and flexible approach to managing your
investment property.
Vacation and Long Term Property Management,
Caretaking, Cleaning Services—we do it all!

JULIE SCHINDLER TEACHES
STRINGS AT BOTH TMS AND
THS. HER KIDS HAVE SHOWN
TALENT AND DEDICATION,
SHE SAYS.

several THS students were accepted
to the All Northwest Choir and the All
State Choir, and competed at the State
Solo Festival.
At its core, though, the value of a
music program cannot be measured in
performances or awards. The true value
is the relationships the program fosters
among students, with families, and
across the community.
“Music creates a sense of community. It doesn’t matter what [your] race,
religion, gender, political beliefs, sports
teams may be,” Romano says. “Music is
a great way to build relationships, a way
to come together and be unified.”
Christensen points to the potential
of music in our valley. “In a community
that can be so divisive—religion, lifestyle, race, politics—music is inclusive.
Our school concerts are a diverse crosssection of our valley and everyone is
there to support the kids. Music has the
ability to do that.”
Half a century ago, Prof Murdock
helped the community gather around
music, and Christensen recognizes the
opportunity as here yet again. “Our
music program is a microcosm of what
Teton Valley should do: come together
to make things beautiful,” she says.

Give us a call today! 800.746.5518 www.grandvalleylodging.com

JAKE MACLELLAN

SHANE ANDERSON
JASON FREEZE

ANDY MOLICK

WENDELL GASTON

RUSTIN SHILL

ANDY GOODRICH

JEFF TALBOT

PAUL HANSEN

LISA WAGENER

TIM HANNON

SHAWN ZUBER

LUCEY ELECTRIC, INC. QUALITY CONTRACTING
PHONE 208-354-8288

JERRY LUCEY

FAX 208-354-8282

TETON SCHOOL DISTRICT 401
(208) 228 5923 • tsd401.org
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All In A
Day’s Work

Snow Job
(Not!)
Grand Targhee’s powder
reporter tells it like it is
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BY MOLLY ABSOLON
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CODY DOWNARD

E

mil Harry’s alarm goes off at
5 a.m. Outside his house, the
moonlight illuminates the
night sky and creates shadows in the predawn darkness.
Armed with a giant cup of hot
coffee, Harry heads up the big
hill to his office—a tiny room
at Grand Targhee Resort lit by the soft
glow of computers.
“I like getting to the mountain before everyone else,” Harry says. “It’s
kind of magic at that time of day.”
Harry is one of Grand Targhee’s
three snow reporters. His job is to arrive at the mountain well before the
crowds to check the weather and put
out the daily snow report. By the time
the sun comes up, hundreds of people
will be checking his updates, looking
for guidance on where to spend their
day.
Harry’s job is to entice them to
Grand Targhee.
Ten years ago, Brigid Sinram, now
the resort’s head naturalist, had the
same job. She remembers the early
mornings fondly.
“I’d get a cup of tea and gather info
for the report,” she says. “I could only
drink coffee after I did the snow phone.
I would get too amped and would talk
too quickly. It was super quiet up there
at that time of day. But I would blast
rock ’n’ roll and reggae, especially on
powder mornings.”
Powder mornings are the best for
the snow reporters; after all, they love
the snow as much as the people who
read their reports do. You don’t become
a snow reporter unless you like to ski
or snowboard. Reporters get a season
pass and are usually done working early
enough to grab one of the first chairs after the lifts open to the public, and make
fresh tracks in the virgin snow. Sinram
laughs, remembering the array of jobs
she worked back in the day, in addition
to being the snow reporter, to support
her skiing habit. It didn’t really matter to
her how much money she made, as long
as she could ski.

“I remember a morning when I
just said, ‘Get here now!’ because it
was snowing light, giant fluffy flakes
so hard,” Sinram says. “Other times I
would skip the ‘good morning’ message
and just say the snow amount, like,
‘Thirteen inches overnight!’
“I think my most epic morning
was twenty-two inches in twenty-four
hours. I laughed through the snow
phone report because it was so silly
and exciting.
“It was a fun job,” Sinram recalls.
“I felt like I was in my own little snow
globe up there. But it gets less fun in the
spring or when the snowfall is weak.”
Harry says people are always looking for the total amount of snow the
’Ghee received overnight, but that the
reporter’s job is to include everything
weather related, from wind speeds to
relative humidity. To glean that information, he checks the various weather
stations on the mountain. Once he has
all the data, he updates the website, the
snow phone, and several Internet-based
snow-reporting sites. He also posts hard
copies of the report at the base of the
mountain each morning on the window
of the Activity Center and inside Snorkels
Café, to name a couple of locations. Each
outlet has its own audience, he says.
“Generally, the snow phone is
where you will get your more scientific,
weather-based, accurate report on
conditions,” Harry says. “This is where
the longtime skiers at the ’Ghee—the
locals—call, so I can geek out a little bit
more with weather and snow science.
The website, while accurate, is usually
quite a bit more basic.
“If it’s going to be a groomer day,
I will let people know and try to hype
the groomers. I don’t want to call it a
powder day when there’s two inches of
new snow. I concentrate on portraying
the conditions accurately but still in a
positive light.”
A day on the slopes is a great day,
whether two inches or ten. Harry says
it’s a language game. He wants to make
the snow report enticing, but true. So,

CLOCKING OUT IN
TIME FOR FRESH
TRACKS? THE JOB OF
GRAND TARGHEE’S
SNOW REPORTER IS A
POWDER-LOVER’S DREAM
SCENARIO. JUST ASK
EMIL HARRY.
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JENN HONNEY
JENN
HONNEYDAWES
DAWES
Associate
Associate Broker
Broker
307.413.1635
307.413.1635
jenndawes@jhrea.com
jenndawes@jhrea.com

Teton
TetonValley
Valley Top
Top Producer
Producer
Proven Team
Team Approach
Approach
Proven

Community Foundation
Community
Challenger
Challenger
Sixteen
Year
Resident
GRAHAMFAUPELMENDENHALL.COM
GRAHAMFAUPELMENDENHALL.COM Fifteen Year Resident

HO RSE P R O P E RT Y I N
RI V ER R I M R A N C H

TETON SPRINGS
CUSTOM BUILT HOME
This is an exceptional Mountain Meadows Home in Teton Springs Resort. An inviting,
open-concept floorplan with a gourmet kitchen and a spacious main floor master suite
make
home 5263
incredibly
livable.
Two
additional
suited 3
bedrooms,
a spacious
loft perThis this
pristine
sq. ft.
home
with
a generous
bay garage
has a perfect
fect for an office, and a two-car garage make this a property perfect for the year-round or
2 stall horse setup with a small tack room and functional paddock space.
part-time resident. Enjoy access to world-class golf, fishing, dining, and a pool and spa.

$595,000
$1,795,000
MLS
17-971

15-2747

LOVELY
A HOSETTING
R S E MA N ’S
PA RA DI S E VIEWS
I N V I C TO R
BEAUTIFUL
EMIL HARRY TENDS
TO HIS DAILY SNOW
REPORTER TASKS,
PREPARING THE REPORT
FOR EXCITED SNOWLOVERS HOPING FOR
Private
quiet property
situated
at the
end of the
Culan
deadorable
Sac in Targhee
Village 2 bath
This isand
a pristine,
turnkey
horse
property
with
3 bedroom,
Subdivision, adjacent to Targhee Village Golf Course just south of Ski Hill Road in Alta,
home,
3.4
acres
of
beautifully
fenced
and
maintained
paddocks,
a spacious
WY. This 3-bed/3-bath home includes a wraparound deck offering beautiful views of the
barn
andMountain
360-degree
mountain views.
Big
Hole
Range.

PRIME CONDITIONS.

$639,000
$449,000
MLS 16-1835
16-576

80 W. BROADWAY
JACKSON, WY 83001

PHYSICAL THERAPY
FITNESS GYM
MASSAGE THERAPY
COUNSELING
BIOFEEDBACK
SPEECH THERAPY

LIFE MOVES

208-354-3128 | highpeakspt.com | 500 Ski Hill Rd, Driggs
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Tetons.

Not your average Mountains…
Not your average Mtn. Shop…
Find your pow soul here.
when things are bad, he reports that
they are bad, but when they’re good, he
can get creative. He says that’s when it
gets fun.
The challenge late in the season or
in drought years is to be accurate and
positive. But even when there’s tons of
snow, Harry says he sometimes runs
out of words.
“There are only so many words
for snow, powder, skis, good feelings,
etcetera,” he says. “A lot of themes and
metaphors get recycled and replayed
throughout the season. … I have fun
on the snow phone occasionally, with
little skits and more creative writing
and speaking. My blurbs tend to be a
whole lot shorter on poorer skiing days,
simply because I’d rather say nothing
than give a false [positive] impression
on the skiing conditions.”
Harry says it can be entertaining
to read reports from other ski areas,
particularly ones where conditions are
less consistent than Grand Targhee’s.
That’s when you end up with expressions like “frozen granular” for ice or
“wet powder” for slush. But for Harry,
Targhee’s snow—an annual average of
more than 500 inches—is usually good
enough to attract skiers and boarders
without him having to be too flowery in
his language.
And any veteran Targhee skier
would second that notion.
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Coaching Character
BY JOYCE D. EDLEFSEN
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Alvin Dalley was Teton Valley’s
wrestling legend—and more

F
CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER
LEFT: HIGH SCHOOL
SWEETHEARTS ALVIN
DALLEY AND LAJEAN
BUXTON; ALVIN AND
LAJEAN WITH THEIR
SIX CHILDREN; ALVIN’S
INDUCTION INTO THE
NATIONAL WRESTLING
HALL OF FAME IN 1998;
ALVIN AND HIGH SCHOOL

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF THE ALVIN DALLEY FAMILY

FRIEND JIM EGBERT.

ew small towns can boast of
spawning a true sports legend. But Driggs can.
Alvin Dalley was born in
Wilson, Wyoming, in 1927.
A year later, his parents,
Claude and Elen Dalley,
moved the family twenty-six
miles over the mountain pass to Teton
Valley. He would grow up in the valley
to become the most revered and decorated small high school wrestling coach
in the region.
Dalley graduated from Teton High
School, where he fell in love with
LaJean Buxton, and the two were married after Dalley served two years with
the Merchant Marines. The couple
eventually had six children.
Dalley honed his sports acumen in
Provo, Utah, where he was recognized
as the “Most Outstanding Athlete” at
Brigham Young University in 1950 in
both wrestling and football. His leadership skills also were emerging, and he
served as captain of both the football
and wrestling squads.
After college, the couple returned
to the valley, where Dalley could do the
things he loved—fish, hunt, search for
jade, and enjoy family life in the shadow
of the Tetons. He took a teaching job
with Teton School District 401, allowing
him the chance to stay involved in
sports.
Dalley became a coach and, in
1958, created the wrestling program
at Teton High School. What followed
was a career few could match, in records or influence. In 1988 he was inducted into the Idaho High School Activities Association Hall of Fame and
ten years later he was named to the
National Wrestling Hall of Fame, both
honors recognizing his contributions
to the sport. He was named Coach of
the Year numerous times, and earned
the coveted Gary Comstock Memorial
Award for outstanding contributions
to the sport.
Dalley accrued an amazing win percentage record of 0.964, with just nine
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losses in 254 dual matches. He coached
ten state championship wrestling
teams—teams that at one point won
ninety-eight consecutive dual matches.
Six of the teams’ ten state titles were
consecutive. His record and his awards
definitely contribute to his “legend” status, but his influence on his players, fellow coaches, and community are what
put Dalley over the top.
“He was my favorite coach of all
time, and one of the greatest wrestling
coaches ever in the country,” his former
athlete John Berry told a Post Register
reporter in 2016. Berry himself went on
to attain legendary status, winning ten
state championships in the thirty-three
years he coached wrestling at SugarSalem High School.
“You had to bring a lot to the table,”
says Blair Kay, who won a state title
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“He took an individual
and molded him to
make him better. He
taught stick-to-itiveness,
to finish the job.”
–Blair Kay
his senior year at Teton High School,
wrestling on one of Dalley’s teams. “He
took an individual and molded him to
make him better. He taught stick-toitiveness, to finish the job.”
Kay, who has served for years as
Rexburg’s city clerk, says he has used
that training as a background throughout his life, feeling that it has enabled
him to have better self-esteem and find
success.
Dalley was known as a tough but
fair coach who knew his business. This
is apparent in the way he treated wrestlers who also happened to be his sons.
“As a coach, he didn’t treat me any
differently than the others,” says his
oldest son, David Dalley. “He called
me ‘Dalley.’ As a dad, he was kind of
hard on us. He was intimidating. But he

PHOTO: COURTESY OF THE ALVIN DALLEY FAMILY

would do anything for you. He helped
me a lot. He was always supportive,
always there for us.”
While Dalley helped many wrestlers
earn star status in high school, and even
later in college by way of scholarships,
it was the lessons he taught about determination, respect, and achieving
long-term success that ultimately mattered the most. Many of his athletes
received scholarships to help pay for
college, earning degrees and becoming
successful in their chosen careers.
Lest the reader think Alvin Dalley
was only about wrestling and coaching,
he also was about paying his dues to
his community. He served as mayor of
Driggs for twenty-six years during the
town’s “growing up” years.
“He was a good mayor,” says DeEtta
Driggs, who served on the City Planning
Commission when Dalley was mayor.
“He would come to the meetings. He
was there. If you needed him for anything, he did it.”
Dalley lived long past his glory days
in the valley and in the wrestling community. Passing at age eighty-nine in
January 2016, he outlived LaJean and
all but one of his six siblings. But his
status as a local legend will never die,
and he remains a powerful and positive influence on those whose lives he
touched.
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Winter

First

Teton County
Idaho Search
and Rescue team
members are on
the ready

Responders
BY LIZ ONUFER
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CODY DOWNARD

SAR VOLUNTEERS PRACTICE
PATIENT PACKAGING AND
TRANSPORT USING A SKED, A
RESCUE SLED DESIGNED FOR
USE IN CONFINED SPACES.

S

nowshoeing up Pole
Canyon, snowmobiling in Horseshoe,
a backcountry ski
tour on Mount Oliver—all are popular day adventures
around Teton Valley. Many locals know this terrain well;
these wild places are as familiar as
their backyards. Folks have been moving through these forests and sliding
across these ridges for years; some, for
generations.
But when a skier gets hurt, a
snowmachine gets stuck, or a person
becomes disoriented in a canyon or
creek bed, the need for help can be
urgent and critical. Winter storms cause
whiteout conditions, avalanche terrain
intensifies risk, and cold temperatures
can make spending a night out deadly.
When that call is made for help in the
backcountry, winter first responders
use their training, gear, and resources
to save lives.
Teton County Idaho Search and Rescue (SAR) team members are the first
responders for our surrounding Idaho
backcountry areas. They perform missions year-round, but winter conditions
create a much higher level of complexity in the search and rescue operation.
The time it takes to locate and extract
the victim becomes all the more urgent in cold temperatures and with the
threat of avalanche.
WINTER 2017/2018
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BRAD BURTON STRAPS ON HIS
RADIO HARNESS OUTSIDE THE
INCIDENT COMMAND TRUCK.

The Team

Every SAR member is a volunteer,
and the group represents a wide spectrum of our valley’s populace—from
recent recruits like Brandi Becker, a
nurse at Teton Valley Hospital, to longterm volunteers like Doug VanHouten,
who has served on the team for a decade (and also serves on the Wyoming
SAR). They are men and women, neighbors, parents, small business owners,
medical professionals, newcomers, and
old-timers.
“The common thread is our interest
in helping people out,” VanHouten says.
For Becker, joining the SAR team
was an opportunity to combine her
professional
medical
background
with her love for the outdoors and
experience in the backcountry. As
an avid skier, hiker, biker, and river
runner, she acknowledges, “No matter
how safe you are, the activities we do
here are inherently dangerous. Why not
be part of the help?”
Jason O’Neill, the lead advisor for the
team, brings a wealth of knowledge and
professional backcountry experience to
the volunteer position. He served as a
Grand Targhee ski patroller for twelve
years and teaches avalanche and canine
courses for the American Avalanche
Institute. He was a SAR team member
from 2004 to 2012 and, after stepping
away for a few years, has recently
rejoined in the leadership role.
O’Neill sees a great opportunity to
strengthen the SAR team by utilizing
the professional resources in Teton
Valley. He is looking to recruit new
volunteers from the valley’s roster of
local mountain guides, patrollers, and
NOLS instructors. He also wants to tap
into the reservoir of local knowledge of
the terrain in the Big Hole Mountains
and Snake River Range. Knowing that
not every community member has the
time and/or desire to commit to joining
SAR, he wants to create a resource list
of locals, such as snowmobilers and
horse packers, to call on when help is
needed during a mission.
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The Training

A crucial component of the SAR
volunteers’ commitment is the training
time required to practice skills, learn
advanced techniques, and work as part
of a team. This is particularly vital for
the Teton County Idaho SAR because
of the relatively low call volume. (They
go on about eight to twelve rescues a
year.) They conduct monthly training
sessions, practicing technical rescue
skills, teamwork, and communication.
Each volunteer is required to attend a
minimum of six per year.
In the last year, SAR members
have participated in several advanced
training days. In March of 2017, the
volunteers practiced rope techniques
during a simulated extraction of an
injured skier from steep terrain in
Teton Canyon. And last spring included
extensive training in technical rescue
techniques using rigging and anchor
systems, and another training in swift
water rescue in the Teton River Canyon.

The Gear

Not far from the backcountry terrain surrounding Teton Valley, the
Driggs Armory building houses the
SAR team’s equipment, including two
trucks, an enclosed trailer that turns
into mobile incident command at the
staging area, snowmobiles, quads, and
dirt bikes. The equipment is funded
partly by the Teton County budget and
in part by the Teton County Idaho SAR
Foundation.
In a move modeled after Teton
County Wyoming SAR, in August 2016
the group reorganized to create an operations component and a foundation.
The operations component runs the
missions, training, and community outreach, including event support and education, while the foundation focuses on
the fundraising. The money raised by
the foundation helps fund the equipment and training. “Reliable equipment
is vital when putting rescuers into the
backcountry,” O’Neill says.

The Technology

The equipment used by both SAR
members and backcountry enthusiasts
becomes more advanced every season.
The newest technologies affect both
how people travel in the backcountry
and how SAR responds to calls.
In some cases, the advancements of
cell phones and personal locator beacons have taken the “search” out of the
search and rescue call. But they are not
fail-safe tools for a successful rescue.
Backcountry areas are not necessarily in cell range and, for those that are,
GPS coordinates from a cell phone in
wilderness areas are not always concise. Pinging a cell phone may reveal
a general area, but identifying an exact
location is a challenge if the person is
far from a cell tower.
Personal locator beacons, such as
the SPOT tracking device, are gaining
popularity among backcountry users.

These beacons work off satellite technology, useful when people are out of
cell range or if a cell phone battery has
died. The device fits in a pocket and can
send pre-programmed text messages to
family or, in the case of an emergency,
the latitude and longitude of a GPS location to emergency responders.
The latest technology in snowmobiles and skis is impacting the volume and habits of backcountry users.
Lighter, faster gear is enabling people
to go farther than before, and allowing
even novices to venture into wilderness areas. A quick look in winter at
the parking area at the Wyoming state
line, an easy access point to the backcountry ski terrain around Mount Oliver, reflects the growing popularity. A
decade ago you would see only a few
cars parked there; today, it consistently
fills on the weekends.

ABOVE (LEFT TO RIGHT):
AVARD BRANN, BRAD BURTON
(STANDING), BJ HANSEN,
AND JIM JACKSON PRACTICE
USING THEIR SMART PHONES
FOR NAVIGATION. TOP LEFT:
SKINNING TO THE SITE OF THE
ACCIDENT. BOTTOM LEFT: CHRIS
HILDMAN (RIGHT) AND BRAD
BURTON PERFORM A HIP BELAY
TO LOWER THE VICTIM DOWN A
SNOW-COVERED SLOPE.
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BRAD BURTON
PRACTICES KNEE
ASSESSMENT AND
STABILIZATION ON SAR
VOLUNTEER SVEN TAOW,
WHILE AVARD BRANN
LOOKS ON.
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The Mission

About half of Idaho SAR calls happen during the winter months. “Rescues range from the most experienced
[people] to the most novice, from people lost to someone hitting a tree,” VanHouten says.
A winter mission for these SAR volunteers begins with the 911 call received
by the Teton County Idaho Sheriff’s Department. The dispatcher relays the information from the caller to the sheriff,
who makes the decision to page the SAR
team. The volunteers who are available
respond to the Armory within the hour.
Those arriving first begin making a
plan immediately. One challenge, VanHouten explains, is making decisions
based on limited information. While the
dispatcher works to get the necessary
information, the calling party does not
always have a strong cell signal (or a
cell battery can die in the middle of a
call). Crafting a plan for the mission is
a matter of working with the gathered
information, the available resources,
the volunteers’ collective knowledge of
the terrain, and the current conditions.
For all SAR missions, rescuer safety is paramount. “It’s a fine line,” says
O’Neill. “The team needs to be trained at
a high enough level for the risk involved.”
Winter adds to the complexity of deci-

sion making along that fine line. Evaluating avalanche conditions and weather
forecasts, and inserting multiple teams
in the field to search, can compound the
risks involved for SAR volunteers.
Many of the nearby search areas
cross into neighboring Idaho counties
or across the Wyoming state line. What
begins as a mission in Teton County
can easily go into Bonneville County or
Fremont County. Because SAR teams
operate under the jurisdiction of the
sheriff’s department in each county,
the SAR team needs permission from
the sheriff of the county they are entering. Currently, the Teton County Idaho
SAR team has memorandums of understanding (MOUs), a pre-determined
agreement designed to save valuable
time, with Bonneville and Fremont
counties and is working toward creating an MOU with Teton County, Wyoming, the county where Grand Targhee
Resort is located.

“The common
thread is our
interest in helping
people out.”
–Doug VanHouten
Once a person is located and the
rescue component of the mission begins, safe extraction requires decisions
based on a number of factors: time of
day, remoteness of location, severity of
injuries, and weather considerations.
“The goal is to move as fast as possible,
while keeping the crew and victim safe
to get them to a higher level of care,”
Becker explains. For her, this looks
very different from the medical environment of the hospital where she has
been trained. The SAR team has limited
medical equipment and care can be
provided only at the most basic level.

When should you contact
Search & Rescue?

PHOTO: COURTESY OF AIR METHODS

Air Idaho Rescue
Getting a person to a higher level
of care quickly is the role of Air
Idaho Rescue. In 2015, Air Idaho, a
community-based program of the
larger private company Air Methods,
opened a base at Driggs–Reed
Memorial Airport, moving the air
ambulance helicopter from Idaho Falls
to Teton Valley. For backcountry users,
this can mean a much shorter response
time in the mountains surrounding
Teton Valley. “We can get to people that
Search and Rescue may not be able to
get to,” says Air Idaho lead pilot Matt
Palazzolo. “Or, what may take eight
hours for them to ski or sled into, we
can be there in ten minutes.
“Our specialty is medical care,”
Palazzolo adds. The team on the
helicopter consists of the pilot and two
medical personnel—a certified critical
care flight nurse and a paramedic.
“Close to anything I can do in the ICU,
I can do in the back of the helicopter,”
says flight nurse Marcus Ogden.
While Air Idaho is not part of the
county operations—and is an air ambulance, not a search and rescue helicopter—they can assist the SAR
team during a mission. The pilots can
help search from the air for a lost or
hurt person if an exact location is not
known. From the helicopter, the team
can help provide coordinates to the
SAR volunteers on the ground. This includes night flights when the crew uses
night vision goggles, allowing them
to see as clearly as if it were daytime.
The helicopter can also transport SAR
members to the scene, especially when

a victim requires a difficult extraction
or more people are needed to transport
the person to the landing zone. Sometimes, just getting the patient to the
landing zone can mean a tough posthole through waist-deep snow.
In winter operations, the Air Idaho
crew carries survival packs and is
prepared to spend a night out at the
scene if necessary. The helicopter
is equipped with snow pads on the
skids, allowing it to land on snow and
preventing the tail rudder from sinking.
Either SAR or the sheriff can call in Air
Idaho for advanced medical care in the
backcountry. It could take the SAR team
hours to carry a victim out, whereas
Air Idaho can extract the patient in a
matter of minutes. “We can be in any of
the mountains surrounding Teton Valley
in ten minutes,” Palazzolo says.

When the Call Comes
On most days, the snowmobiles
are loaded on the trailer and tucked
into the warm, dry bay at the Armory.
Even though hundreds of people may
be recreating in the snowy mountains
surrounding the valley, on the large
majority of days the sleds stay dry and
unused. Along with the trucks, trailers,
quads, and motorbikes, the large bay is
orderly and the floor well swept. The
gear and maps remain neatly tucked
into their spots, and the garage doors
keep the winter weather outside.
But for the days when they and the
gear are needed, Teton County Idaho
Search and Rescue volunteers stand
ready to save a life.

The decision to call SAR may not always be the most obvious one. But delaying that call because people think they can
extract themselves, or because the situation doesn’t seem that bad, can make the
SAR mission more difficult and dangerous.
The services of Teton County Idaho Search
and Rescue are free of charge. “From our
standpoint, call,” Jason O’Neill says. “If
nothing else, it’s training. We understand
that as part of our commitment.”
Doug VanHouten, SAR member of
both the Teton County Idaho and Wyoming
teams, provides an overview of when the
call should be made.
• ABC issue—Airway, Breathing,
Circulation (uncontrolled bleeding), all of
which can be life-threatening.
• Immobile—You are not able to
transport yourself out of the backcountry,
or you’re moving slowly and may not be
able to make it out in a timely manner. In
the winter, a night out can have severe
consequences.
• Lost—You don’t know where you are.
Before you go into the backcountry:
Let a friend or family member know
the following:
• Where you are going;
• When will you be back;
• Who are you going with and the
number in your party; and
• What is your activity.
This way, a friend or family member
can notify SAR if you are unable to do so,
after a pre-determined time of day.
If you “Don’t Know, Don’t Go.”
How to contact Search & Rescue:
Search & Rescue may be contacted
by calling 911. The crew can be much
more effective if contacted earlier when
the need for assistance arises. Searching
is less efficient in the dark, obviously, and
nighttime rescues typically take longer. If
conditions are unfavorable, SAR may even
be unable to respond until daylight arrives or the weather improves. This might
well be their motto: “Rescuer safety is our
number-one priority.”
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Twenty years ago, in the winter
1997–98, and first-ever, edition of this
magazine, co-founders Deb Barracato
and Karen Russell wrote, “This is an exciting time in Teton Valley, one of growth
and change. The choices we make now
will affect the direction we take as we
approach the new millennium.”
So true.
Flash-forward two decades—after
the 1999 panic over the impending Y2K
apocalypse (which didn’t happen);
after the feared explosion of the dotcom bubble (which did happen); after
the tragic events of September 11, 2001;
in the wake of the Great Recession of
the late 2000s …
That this magazine has survived,
even thrived, through all of this is, I
believe, a testament to the resiliency of
our community.
So is the fact that the number of valley residents has continued to increase,
even through the most tumultuous of
those times. In 1997 the population
of Teton County, Idaho, was just over
5,000. Today, it’s around 11,000, or more
than twice that of twenty years ago.
From the beginning, we at this publication have attempted to present balanced snapshots of Pierre’s Hole. We’ve
alternated stories about agriculture
with ones covering recreation. We’ve
balanced history pieces with articles
looking at the present or even the future. We’ve teeter-tottered tales of people whose ancestors homesteaded in
the valley with profiles of more recent
transplants.
Looking back on forty issues of the
biannual magazine, it looks to me as if
we’ve been resoundingly successful.
The inaugural edition included a
story about Grand Targhee Resort’s
new-at-the-time owner, George Gillett,
who had purchased the resort early in
1997. It’s interesting to go back and read

his predictions regarding the proposed
and controversial Targhee–Forest Service land swap (which subsequently
took place in 2004) and the Targhee expansion plans (finally approved by the
Teton County, Wyoming, commissioners in 2008), and what effect they might
have on the valley below.
As I pored through that premiere
issue, I was surprised to see that musician Ben Winship and his Henhouse
Studio were also featured. Surprised
because Ben is one of the individuals
we’d asked earlier to pen his reflections
for this issue—in his case, thoughts
on how the valley’s music scene has
evolved over the past twenty years.
We also hear in this feature story
from Jim Woodmency, chief meteorologist at mountainweather.com. Jim
has been forecasting and following the
weather in the Tetons for more than a
quarter of a century. He lives in Jackson Hole, and the snow data he presents comes from the Rendezvous Bowl
study plot at Jackson Hole Mountain
Resort. Nevertheless, it is indicative of
the score of winters we’ve enjoyed and
endured over here on the west side of
the range, as well.
So, here we are in the winter of
2017–18. Two decades ago we had no
ice rink or groomed Nordic ski trails in
the valley proper. We had no farmers
experimenting with exotic crops like
quinoa. We had no Broulim’s supermarket. We had no stoplights. Now we have
them all.
What changes will the next twenty
years bring? An aquatic/recreation
center? Acres of corn, cukes, and
cantaloupes? (That would take some
climate change.) A multiplex movie
theatre? A roundabout or two, and
four traffic lanes separating Driggs and
Victor?
Stay tuned. It’s bound to be interesting!

BY MICHAEL MCCOY
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Commitment to
Our Watershed
BY FRIENDS OF THE TETON
RIVER EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
AMY VERBETEN AND
DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR
ANNA LINDSTEDT

I

n 2000, a diverse group
of stakeholders, including farmers, anglers,
scientists, agency personnel, and conservation interests, formed
Friends of the Teton
River, charged with protecting a valuable resource: our watershed.
Twenty years ago, native Yellowstone Cutthroat Trout populations
were crashing precipitously, the Teton
River had just been added to a list of
the nation’s most impaired waterways,
and we were experiencing the effects
of under-planned development on our
streams and rivers. Since that time, we
have made incredible gains in restoring Yellowstone Cutthroat Trout populations, in addressing water quality
impairment, and in restoring streams
damaged by development activities.
But what stands out the most, perhaps,
are the relationships we have built over
those years. Rather than fighting over
who was to blame for our problems, we
are now working together to address
48
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the issues and to protect and restore
land and water in a way that benefits
residents, agricultural landowners, and
ecosystems.
Our biggest challenge has been to
prove that a healthy watershed and a
healthy economy really do go hand and
hand. Efforts to balance a variety of
water and land uses, maintain farming
traditions and profitability, develop in
an appropriate manner, and conserve
ecosystems have driven communities
apart throughout the West, and Teton
Valley has been no exception. Fortunately, that is changing rapidly here,
thanks to concerted efforts at building
relationships and focusing on values
we all share. By working together, we
are accomplishing things that none of
us could do alone, and that’s having direct benefits on the watershed and the
community.
The progress we have made in the
past twenty years is just the tip of the
iceberg. With the momentum we now
have, we are poised to make giant leaps
forward over the next twenty years.
We envision a community in which
agricultural leaders, conservation
groups, city and county officials, and
recreational users continue to work
together to develop innovative water
management solutions; a community
that is a leader for river conservation in
the region and the entire West.

PHOTOS: FROM LEFT, COURTESY OF FRIENDS OF THE TETON RIVER; DREW ORLANDO; COURTESY OF GRAND TARGHEE RESORT

Mountain Music

BY BEN WINSHIP

Looking back on the last twenty years of music in Teton Valley, has anything changed? Not
at all—we are still young, play as fast as ever, and sing all night long … not.
As a performer, recording engineer, teacher, and music fan, I have witnessed a sea change
in the music scene over the past two decades, both in the industry and on a local level. The biggest change in the valley has been Music on Main. Established by the Teton Valley Foundation
in 2005, the series has brought a diverse roster of free music to the valley for eight Thursdays
each summer.
Attendance has also steadily increased for Grand Targhee’s festivals. Having played the first
Targhee Bluegrass Festival back in 1987 to a crowd of a hundred rain-soaked diehards on an
unmowed slope, it has been gratifying to see the festival thrive over the past two decades—
drawing fans and performers from across the nation and across the oceans.
The Targhee Music Camp, which just celebrated its 10th anniversary, is another bright spot
in the local music scene. Each August the camp offers four days of intensive workshops for students of all ages and abilities. From its humble beginnings with eighteen students, the Targhee
Music Camp reached its first sell-out year in 2017 with 160 students and a staff of twenty-five!
The valley now boasts two stunning timber-framed stages, and this past summer saw the
inception of the Driggs’ Symphony on Sunday series. Coupled with regular music at venues like
the Knotty Pine and the Trap Bar, it’s clear that music has a strong pulse in Teton Valley.
For local gigging musicians, some of the trends have been less profound. Local music
venues have come and gone, but the number of gig opportunities has remained fairly constant.
The other side of the coin is that the market for high-dollar weddings and other private functions
in Teton Valley and Jackson Hole has been on the rise, so musicians who play popular wedding
music are able to capitalize on that.
I feel lucky to live in a valley with a strong music community, a vast pool of talented musicians, and a population of appreciative listeners.
WINTER 2017/2018
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TETON VALLEY TRAILS AND PATHWAYS

Two
Decades
of Trails

The new year marks the twentieth
anniversary of Teton Valley Trails and
Pathways, a nonprofit committed to
promoting a trails and pathways connected community, for activities ranging from biking to Nordic skiing. As it
ushers in this next chapter, the organization is also saying goodbye to longtime executive director Tim Adams.
His role will be filled by board member,
volunteer, and resident Dan Verbeten.
Teton Valley Magazine caught up with
Tim for a look into the big moments
and milestones of his time at TVTAP:
“Although I have only been in the
valley just over eleven years, I was able
to understand where our organization
started and where we have come. I
think the biggest achievement is actually twofold. First, the growth in connecting our community via pathways has
been monumental. A person can now
travel on a completely separated and
dedicated path from north of Driggs to
south and west of Victor.
“This accomplishment mirrors
the second achievement, which is the
strategic partnerships formed with our
cities and county. All have adopted
bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure
guiding documents, such as recreation
plans, transportation plans, and comprehensive plans that support a connected community for non-motorized
users.
“TVTAP will continue to support
the growth of multimodal transportation in our community with the extension of infrastructure to our public
lands and to other communities like
Wilson, Wyoming. We’ll also see more
safe paths for people to enjoy our community as pedestrians or bicyclists.”
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Victor:
A Vibrant Future

PHOTOS: TOP, RASHEIL STANGER; BOTTOM, JAMYE CHRISMAN; OPPOSITE PAGE, TOP, CODY DOWNARD; BOTTOM, COURTESY OF TVTAP
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ictor has seen some significant physical changes in the last twenty
years, including the demolition of the old cheese factory, the purchase
of the historic train depot by the City, and the transition from a four-lane
main street seeing vehicle speeds over 55 miles per hour to a three-lane
configuration with protected bike lanes, designated crosswalks, a stop
light (crazy, right?!), and a 35 mile per hour speed limit. Over the past
ten years, City leaders have taken steps to encourage development in the downtown core in
accordance with recently updated land use and zoning code, and those efforts are beginning to
generate beneficial results to the City’s residents, visitors, and downtown businesses.
The City is also now home to a wide array of recreation-focused public-private partnerships,
involving the nonprofit community that benefits our residents with tremendous recreational amenities typically unheard of in a town our size. Working with the biking-focused groups Victor Velo,
Teton Valley Trails and Pathways, and Mountain Bike the Tetons has resulted in multimodal pathways providing connectivity to the City core from surrounding neighborhoods, a pump track for
adults and kids in Sherman (formerly Pioneer) Park, and recent approval of a vast backcountry
trails project that will benefit cyclists, motorized trail users, horseback riders, and hikers. Partnerships with the Teton Valley Foundation brought Music on Main, an all-ages summer concert
series, to Victor City Park on Thursday evenings throughout the summer, and resulted in the
grassroots development of what is now a fully refrigerated, covered ice rink for ice skating and
hockey activities throughout the winter. Working with HAPI Trails and other equine users resulted
in a riding arena in Sherman Park, and many of these and other contributors supported the first
master planning effort for Sherman Park, providing space for additional future recreational amenities. These recreational assets and programs are
one of the key reasons so many of our residents live
here, enjoying the outdoors in many different ways.
The City of Victor hopes to continue to support
and fulfill the core values identified by the Victor
community through the “Envision Victor” initiative,
with policy decisions and the facilitation of sustainable development that aligns with those core values
and builds Victor’s resident/tourism service economies, while sustaining the small town atmosphere
that we all live here to be a part of and enjoy. We envision a vibrant downtown surrounded and supported by a populace composed of local and commuter
workforces and their families, part-time residents,
and visitors. Through smart commercial development and efficient infill residential growth, we can
continue to fulfill this vision, one complemented by
the endless recreational opportunities surrounding
and within the City of Victor.

BY VICTOR MAYOR
JEFFREY POTTER
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TETON VALLEY
HEALTHCARE

Healthcare in
the Tetons

Teton Valley Hospital was built in 1939 with just four beds. It was funded by the New Deal’s
Works Projects Administration efforts to boost employment after the Great Depression and
owned by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints. In 1965, the hospital changed to a
county-owned facility. Two major expansions later, it was recognized as a Critical Access Hospital (CAH) in 2002 and, in 2012, became a private nonprofit entity, removing itself from taxpayer
support. Teton Valley Health Care (TVHC) now comprises the hospital, Driggs Health Clinic, Victor
Health Clinic, and Cache Clinic.
Ann Loyola, the TVHC marketing director, reflects on the leaps and bounds made in access
to healthcare in our valley:
“Despite radical changes in almost every aspect of healthcare—technology, cost, insurance
coverage, and federal requirements—our community hospital has survived and is now thriving.
For me, the outstanding story of TVHC is the human factor. Employees, volunteers, and community members have worked very hard to keep medical care close to home.
“Regarding healthcare for the next twenty years, I dream of a new hospital facility that’s
designed to reflect the natural beauty of our valley. Using architectural elements, community
input, and nature, I believe we should build a state-of-the-art center for health and wellness.
“TVHC has shown a willingness to adopt new approaches that may not fit the traditional
definition of a rural critical access hospital. We’re the first CAH in Idaho to offer a slate of telehealth specialties and to earn higher stroke, heart, and trauma certifications. We’ve affiliated
with outside organizations to expand services and access to top specialists. I would like to see
a continuation of that innovative spirit while strengthening a team approach toward health with
the patient as an active leader in their care.
“I’ve worked for TVHC since 2000. My work history prior to that includes fashion design,
public relations, ski lift supervisor, and even a stint as an armed guard for Wells Fargo Armored
Services (it’s a long story).
“There’s no such thing as an easy job. Nothing worthwhile is easy. There have been several
times in my career at TVHC that were low points. Without fail, every time [during these periods],
a helicopter would land and I would watch our staff focus all of their efforts on saving the life of
someone from our community. It struck me every single time that without our little rural hospital,
[more] people would die. It’s humbling and inspirational to work with people who want to help
others live—really live.”

Two Years
(and then some)
BY JEANNE ANDERSON
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In late 1997, Dark Horse Books was nearing the end of its initial two-year experimental phase.
The lease on our original location on the east side of Main Street in Driggs approached its end. We
had our eye on a larger space across the street, but we faced a tough decision: Walk away from our
successful book store experiment, or plunge back in and try to grow; try to expand our original vision of providing a valuable resource for a growing, changing community. On a blizzardy Saturday,
more than twenty-five friends came together to help pack and hand-carry everything across the
icy street to the store’s new home. Our two-year experiment continued for another decade-plus.

w

Reflections of a Former
Twenty-Something

PHOTOS: JAMYE CHRISMAN; OPPOSITE PAGE, KISA KOENIG
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hen I moved to
Teton Valley in
1995, I could
count the number of twenty-something
women who lived here on one hand.
Ball-and-chain style (well, not really),
I was dragged to the land of superfluous powder by my husband (then boyfriend). What else was here? Well, a
meager selection of jobs, at best, and
one small grocery store. Certainly not
a stoplight.
We were snowboard instructors at
Grand Targhee in a time when the new
sport was just taking hold. We worked
for $200 paychecks and dumpster dove
for food when, for weeks at a time, the
store shelves were barren due to snowy
conditions and closed roads. I honestly
don’t know how we persevered. Eventually bought land. Built a house. Had
kids. But I know it took years of reinventing ourselves, over and over again,

BY CHRISTINA SHEPHERD MCGUIRE

to manage a bank account that wasn’t
consistently in the red.
Today, I have more than five girlfriends. My kids are enrolled in a public
school system that fosters learning and
integrity, and celebrates the individualism that is ever-present in our mountain culture. And I can actually go out
to eat what I consider a five-star, farmto-table, artisanal meal and not travel
more than ten miles to do so. And while
you can take the girl out of the East, but
you can’t take the East out of the girl,
my western friends have grown accustomed to my loud voice and sometimesbrash commentary. (They may even secretly appreciate it.)
As a transplant, I’m not alone.
And, like others who have
“grown up” in blossoming mountain
communities, I’ve been able to build
my dream career and raise a family in
a safe and supportive environment. All
the while sustaining a lifestyle that most
people would call their “vacation.”
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Driggs:
Gem of a Town
BY DRIGGS MAYOR
HYRUM JOHNSON

I stand on the shoulders of many
who years ago charted the path we are
on. What Driggs has become, its cultural offerings, the beauty of our town,
and the strength of our businesses, is
the result of many years of vision and
hard work by many people.
Naturally, this valley was especially
hard hit by the recession, and took longer to recover than many communities
as a result. Nevertheless, the leaders
of the City of Driggs and the County
understood the important principle
that they needed to continue to work
on improving the quality of life here:
that people will come to this town,
whether as visitors or as residents, because it presents a quality of life they
find attractive. Whether it’s the beauty
of the streetscape and parks, the quality of events we create, or the friendly
demeanor of the residents—our town
is a gem that people come to see, not
simply pass through.
Our economy is still quite fragile,
and could be hard hit by another downturn or by poor planning. We need to
continue to nurture our growth, but do
it in a way that preserves the character,
the beauty, and the friendly and welcoming nature of this place. It is like
walking the knife’s edge. A balancing
act.
Over the next twenty years Driggs
will grow. I believe we are past a tipping point, and we couldn’t stop it if we
wanted to. But why would we want to?
Growth itself isn’t bad. Uncontrolled,
undirected growth can be destructive.
We take the time to prune our trees and
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our shrubs, why not our City as well?
We need to direct the growth where
and how it makes sense. Nurture the
industries that can preserve the character here, such as agriculture, tourism,
technology, aviation, and education.
I’ve often stated that Driggs presents
the greatest economic opportunity in
the northern Rocky Mountains. But
that opportunity requires vision and
hard work.
Ultimately, I am involved in this
community because I want Driggs to
be a place my kids can come back to.
To find opportunity. To find success. To
find a sense of community and belonging. My efforts are focused on building
beyond those whose shoulders I stand
on, so that those who follow have a
firm footing on which to carry out their
own vision.

All Winters
Great and
Small
BY JIM WOODMENCY OF
MOUNTAINWEATHER.COM

Just over twenty years ago, the winter of 1996–97 set the standard as the snowiest winter on
record in the Teton Range. A grand total of 576 inches of snowfall was recorded between October
1 and April 10 at the Rendezvous Bowl study plot, at the Jackson Hole Mountain Resort, elevation
9,580 feet.
For the next ten years, between the winters of 1997–98 and 2006–07, only two winters stood
much above average for snowfall. The remaining eight winters sagged below the average total
snowfall line. The very bottom of the snow-scale in the last two decades was the lean and mean
winter of 2006–07, with a measly 285 inches of snowfall.
The trend since that low point, however, has been looking up. There were two winter seasons
in the last ten years that came very close to matching that record winter of 1996–97. The winter
of 2007–08 recorded 573 inches of snowfall. Three years after that, the winter of 2010–11 had
575 inches of snow.
Then came the winter of 2016–17, which blew them all away, with a whopping 590 inches of
snow between October 1 and April 10. Holy Pow!
Which begs the question: Will it be another twenty years before last winter’s snowfall record
is broken?

Powder &
Pampers

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF GRAND TARGHEE RESORT; OPPOSITE PAGE, TOP, KISA KOENIG; BOTTOM, LARA AGNEW

BY MARK HANSON
GRAND TARGHEE SKI AND
SNOWBOARD SCHOOL
DIRECTOR
If you’ve spent more than a few
days swooshing through waist-deep
powder at Grand Targhee, recalling
your favorite memory is hard enough.
But if you’re Mark Hanson and have
decades’ worth of tales? It’s very nearly
impossible. But his April 9, 1994, memory is surely one for the books:
“We’re skiing a foot-plus of fresh
powder … my wife Nell leaves a message in Ski School that she thinks
she has started labor. (There weren’t
many cell phones in those days, and
we wouldn’t have had service up there
anyway.) But she says, ‘Take your time,
it might be a while.’ So, we skied some
more! And, truth be told, her labor with
our first daughter, Lydia—who now has
worked at Targhee in children’s programs for several years—ended almost
thirty-two hours later. Pretty epic day:
Fresh powder and our first child!”
WINTER 2017/2018
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A Philosophy of
Philanthropy

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF TETON VALLEY

In a valley of fewer than 11,000 residents,
it’s hard to imagine that forty-five nonprofits
have sprouted up over the years. But each
role filled is significant, whether it’s finding
forever homes for dogs and cats or advocating for and providing education services. Just
ask Carrie Mowrey, the executive director of
the Community Foundation of Teton Valley.
Operating the hub for local nonprofits, Mowrey and her team provide equipment for all
nonprofits to share, award competitive grants
to local nonprofits tri-annually, and provide a
matching grant to nonprofits participating in
the annual Tin Cup Challenge fundraiser:
“We implement an incredible, modern
fundraising model to propel annual investing directly back into Teton Valley within the
year,” Mowrey says. “Aside from the challenge of raising funds for this model to work,
we’ve had to advocate for both donors and
the nonprofit community to look at the bigger
picture. We consider Teton Valley as a whole
and believe that the ripple effect is real, as evidenced by the success of our programs. One
drop adds to another and quickly becomes a
full cup of generosity for the whole valley to
share.
“Over the years these nonprofits have
continued to step in and grow their services
to protect, connect, and enhance our land,
water, wildlife, and community as a whole.
…They provide care and resources for our
seniors, children, Hispanics, underprivileged,
abused, and active population, not to mention
our pets, wildlife, and environment—to name
a few. Teton Valley is definitively a better place
for their efforts.
“We anticipate that ever more needs of
our growing population will be met by nonprofit services. Teton Valley is a unique place
in so many ways, but one of our greatest assets is the support our community lends its
members in times of need. As we grow, it’s
important to retain our small-town identity by
caring for our neighbors so that no one suffers
in silence under the shadow of the Tetons.”
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MOYER BUILDERS AND SNAKE RIVER BUILDERS

Building Momentum

I

PHOTOS: OPPOSITE PAGE, SWOPES MOUNTAIN PHOTOGRAPHY; THIS PAGE, ISTOCK.COM

n the early 2000s, Teton
Valley was booming.
Every which way you
looked, new homes
were being built and
subdivisions were coming in by the dozens.
But in 2008, the county
was hit with the debilitating recession
that, nationwide, left 8.8 million unemployed. In Teton Valley, the building industry was hit hard. Now, ten years later, the valley is seeing a renewed spurt
of new construction and growth. This
time, however, it appears to be manageable. Long-time business owners Peter
Moyer of Moyer Builders and John
McIntosh of Snake River Builders
weathered the recession and have seen
their building companies grow over the
past four years. As for the next twenty
years? Both hope for steady growth
and continued thoughtful planning.

John: We lost a lot of really talented
people who went belly up or bankrupt
or moved during the recession. We had
to rebuild that wealth of craftspeople.
We had to take a deep breath, look hard
at things like the business model, and
downsize a bit. But one of our great
successes was we were able to get our
entire Snake River Builders crew back
after the recession. We were able to reform with an updated intent. 2011 was
the start of this next phase; it has been
a slow and steady phase rather than explosive.
TVM: Looking ahead to the next
twenty years, what do you hope
to see happen?
Peter: I would love to see Teton Valley

hold strong to that small community
mindset and not get lost in unshackled growth like our neighbors to the
east [Jackson Hole]. As far as Moyer
Builders Design Build, the future will
be in excellent hands with my son
Jeb. And who knows? With three
grandsons growing up quickly, [perhaps] one of them will step into the
family business.
John: I would like to see more energy efficient design and more smart
design that is informed by the site
and informed by the client’s needs,
as well as by good building science.
I think we also need to address
the entry level housing market in
some manner, but that has not been
cracked yet.

TVM: What has been your biggest
challenge or success over the
years?
Peter: One of the biggest challenges
over the years was forming a local
builders association. Organizing builders and associates with the intent of
gaining a larger voice in the community, statewide, and nationally under the
National Association of Home Builders.
Our effort lasted for nine years, and it
was a great experience.
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Tetonia:
Maintaining Community

t

he past twenty years have
brought about some big
changes in Tetonia. The biggest change that comes to
mind is that very few of the
people living here today lived
here twenty years ago. Although the number of people
in town is about the same, we have a
much more diversified population. Today, Tetonia is made up of people from
many different areas and backgrounds.
While this strengthens the community
and brings in many new ideas, it sometimes makes it harder for people to get
to know each other and build a sense of
community.
Along with the changing population,
Tetonia has seen a changing workforce.
Today, because of the opportunities in
larger communities, many of our citizens
find work out of town. While most work
somewhere in Teton Valley, we also have
many people who travel to Jackson or to
Rexburg or Idaho Falls to work.
In Tetonia, as in other small towns,
residents frequently travel to do their
major shopping, or they shop online.
This trend makes it harder for small
business in Tetonia, yet we have a number of retail businesses that provide
the basic needs of the residents and
visitors. We also have some specialized
businesses, such as an art gallery, that
bring people specifically to Tetonia, and
some businesses, such as an oil distributor, that reach out to people in other
communities.
While tourism and second homes
have had some impact on our economy,
Tetonia, as the primary population center in the north end of Teton County,
is still an agricultural community. The
town is very dependent on the rural citizens and farmers surrounding it. This
factor has also helped Tetonia maintain
its rural, agricultural atmosphere. Most
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residents choose to live in Tetonia because of our spectacular views of the
Tetons and surroundings, our rural agricultural atmosphere, and the tranquility that comes from our small population. Perhaps our biggest challenge
is to maintain our charm and sense of
community, while supporting existing
businesses and attracting new ones that
will help the town remain economically
viable.
Studies show that small towns all
over America are either disappearing or making changes and identifying
niches to help them survive. We want
to ensure that Tetonia will be one of the
small towns that survives and thrives.
I think we have made progress in that
direction. We are seeing new homes being built and new businesses starting
up. We have also tried to enhance our
natural and public amenities, such as
the rails-to-trails [Ashton-Tetonia Trail
State Park] trailhead and open spaces
for other activities.

I hope that twenty years from now
Tetonia is still a small town with a
sense of community, rural atmosphere,
and successful businesses and job opportunities.

BY TETONIA MAYOR
GLORIA HOOPES

Protecting the
Irreplaceable

BY JOSELIN MATKINS,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
TETON REGIONAL LAND TRUST

PHOTOS: OPPOSITE PAGE, JAMYE CHRISMAN (2); TETON VALLEY NEWS; THIS PAGE, ISTOCK.COM

Back in the late 1990s, the inspiration for the Teton Regional Land Trust came from a group
of community members who recognized that the cherished landscapes, agricultural character,
and vibrant wildlife habitat of Teton Valley were at risk. These community leaders recognized
that the iconic wildlife of Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks relies on the private lands
surrounding the parks and that protecting these private lands was important for our valley’s
economy, sense of place, and cultural identity.
Early efforts concentrated on protecting critical habitat and productive farms and ranches
in Teton Valley. We worked with longstanding agricultural families interested in maintaining their
family’s cultural tradition, as well as newcomers that wanted to play a part in protecting the
valley’s irreplaceable natural habitats. Working with landowners over the past twenty years, we
have been able to protect over 11,000 acres of farms, ranches, and wildlife habitat; preserve
over thirty miles of the Teton River and its tributaries; and restore wetlands and riparian areas
to benefit wildlife and water quality.
In recent years, we have recognized that the Land Trust must engage the community and
visitors by providing opportunities for access, learning, and collaboration. We are proud to be a
member of the Teton Valley community and look forward to another twenty years of protecting
spectacular scenic vistas, open land, and natural resources.
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TETON ARTS

Adding Sparkle to
the Community

Teton Arts is one of Teton Valley’s longest
standing nonprofit organizations, yet many
people in the valley still don’t know it exists.
Its board of directors says it’s out to change
that. Teton Arts has refined its strategic mission to focus on engaging people of all ages,
in both the creation and enjoyment of the arts.
“The organization is all about reaching
more people,” says Kristen Fritschel, vice
chair of Teton Arts. “We’re doing that through
expanding art education classes, bringing in
visiting artists, invigorating the Driggs Art Gallery, and hosting more fun events designed to
inform and engage the public in the arts.”
Initiatives like After School Art Programs
at the studio; the Outreach Art Programs,
which boost art education by bringing it to
the schools; and the new Summer Kids Camp
all help engage students in the arts. And
Teton Arts launched a Seniors Art Program in
collaboration with Seniors West of the Tetons
this past year that is bringing more seniors
together in a fun and creative setting the first
and third Wednesday of each month.
“Even at my age, it’s wonderful to have
an opportunity to continue to create,” says
Marilyn Olson, one of the enthusiastic senior
art students.
The number of opportunities for artists
continues to flourish. Just north of Driggs
near the airport, the Teton Arts Studio invites
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member artists to learn from each other and
visiting artistic experts, while offering a great
space to generate works in a collaborative
environment.
Art admirers are invited to stroll through
the Teton Arts Gallery at the Driggs Community Center for art shows and receptions held
every six weeks or so.
With a new focus on providing diverse and
affordable art classes, Teton Arts has been
able to reach many more valley residents
this year than in the past, including through
fundraising activities that enable Teton Arts to
provide scholarships. The renewed energy on
programming is thanks to the addition of program director Gregory Meyers.
“I have the opportunity to share what I
love most with so many students and artists,”
he says, “while strengthening this community
by fostering a safe place for kids of all ages to
explore their creativity and imagination. This
is my greatest motivation.”
Meyers and the board have set a goal for
the nonprofit to engage every student in the
arts in some capacity.
“Teton Valley has more sparkle and vitality now than it used to,” says Mary Mullaney, co-owner of Heron Glass. “Public art,
the Teton Arts Gallery, performing arts, and
artistic educational opportunities seem to be
present and enduring in the valley.”
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The State of
Real Estate

BY TAYSON ROCKEFELLER

Teton Valley has seen its fair share of ups and downs over the past two decades. Specifically, the boom that started to materialize in the early 2000s, and the bust beginning in 2008.
We have a map here in our [Teton Valley Realty] office that has an overview of the county, the
surrounding National Forest, and the subdivisions that were developed at the time of the map’s
production, somewhere around 2004. The map displays fifty-one subdivisions, including a handful in Alta, that were developed at the time. Just four years later, Teton County had well over one
hundred developments, more than doubling the number of subdivision building sites throughout
the county. Another four years later, and we were dealing with the aftermath. Now, nearly a
decade after the recession began, the Teton Valley residential market is back in full swing. But
the days of sales in excess of $100,000 per acre for vacant land are likely over.
The way we do business in Teton Valley has seen a dramatic change over the last two
decades, as well. The real estate industry as a whole has morphed from one of sitting down and
meeting with customers, reviewing large maps (which we still have on our office walls), to the
rise of Internet marketing and sales. Our physical location has gone through some big changes,
too. Our Main Street location was once where the Colter building sits today. Many of those who
have been in the valley for some time probably remember Joe’s Place restaurant, Sassy Hair
Salon, Teton Valley Realty, the liquor store, and Mountaineering Outfitters. They probably also
remember the fire that took place in the Mountaineering Outfitters store on a cold February night
in 2003, destroying the building and claiming the life of beloved resident Fred Mugler. Without an
office or electronic storage, we dusted the ash off of our old files and set up shop in a temporary
location next to the future site of our office building of today, a Town & Country Cedar home
model. We started our full-service in-house property management business around 2007, a
farm and ranch division in 2011 ... and the rest is history!
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Small-Scale
Spending

BY CHRISTINA SHEPHERD MCGUIRE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CODY DOWNARD
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The hidden benefits of
local transactions

INSIDE MD NURSERY, THE
SHELVES ARE STOCKED
WITH ART AND GOODS FROM
LOCAL VENDORS.

w

e all do it. (Don’t we?)
We think we need a
product a.s.a.p., so we
open up our Internet
browser, punch a few
keys, and click on “Buy
now.” We secretly justify it because,
really, Amazon Prime gets here in two
days. We just can’t buy it in person—
unless we hop in our car and make the
hour-plus trek to Idaho Falls.
But the choice is ours: Buy local or
don’t. And with a collective M.O. of getting items on the cheap, on-the-fly, and
with the click of a button, making a
conscious shift to expand relationships
through the act of purchasing can set
our mountain community apart. It’s a
gesture that goes way beyond enhancing the local economy and, it could be
argued, one that is ultimately our responsibility as neighbors.
I know I’m guilty of outside spending—even despite my best efforts. But
I also buy locally. By purchasing gifts,
home goods, recreational items, and
food from local retailers, farmers, and
restaurants, I’m doing our town a service that extends far beyond the pocketbook. The hidden bennies of conscious effort sometimes evade me in
the emotional heat of the purchase.
But, when I give them some thought,
I realize they are cultural gems that
enhance the community vibe.

It’s the Handshake Deal
According to a National Post article, “The handshake is one of the
highest forms of symbolic currency.”
Urban Dictionary defines it as, “The
most sacred form of sealing a deal.”
But for mountain-town retailers, the
handshake deal (technically a verbal
commitment to a transaction) is an
allegiance to friendship.
“It’s all about supporting your
neighbors,” says Mitch Prissel, manag-

er of outdoor retailer Habitat in Driggs.
“The more you can support your local
economy, the more you support your
neighbors and their families.” He explains that there is a camaraderie that
goes along with exchanging money for
product (in his case, skis, snowboards,
bikes, and so forth).
“If you see someone in the grocery
store and they just bought a bike or a
pair of skis from you, they are going
to feel more comfortable asking you a
question [about ski conditions, trails,
etc.], and you are going to feel more
comfortable providing the information,” Prissel says. “It’s a friendship that
can only form on the local level. You
can’t get it online.”
The Local Multiplier Effect, a term
used by advocates of “spend local”
campaigns, refers to how many times a
dollar gets recirculated in a local economy before being spent elsewhere. It’s
a concept that’s relatively easy to grasp,
but one that doesn’t take into account
the act of referring a neighbor’s service.
Since our retail shops in Driggs, Victor,
and Tetonia serve as information portals for new residents and visitors, an
in-shop transaction can lend opportunity for business to bloom outside of
the store, too.
“If somebody new in town comes
into the shop asking what to do, where
to go, or who to call for a certain service or product, I have this network of
friendships that exists among local customers who provide all sorts of business services,” says Prissel. “Whether
it’s construction or another service, as
a retailer, I am going to refer my friends
[to the newcomer] and continue the
circle of business in my community.”
When a new resident forms a rapport with shop employees, he or she
looks to them as liaisons to their new
community. It’s like a covert “Welcome
Wagon.”
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It’s the Uniqueness of Place
Small-scale community spending,
and the intimacy that goes with it, fosters a type of creativity among local
artisans and vendors. Whether we’re
talking about a product, a service, or a
style of food, creativity makes our community unique.
“It’s hard to live in a small valley
sometimes,” says Alyson Harlan, Winter Farmer’s Market director and garden associate at MD Nursery in Driggs.
“Even though we all love it and try to
help each other [by purchasing one another’s products and services], it’s still
really about our bottom lines.”
Harlan explains that, in Teton Valley, you can see exactly how your dollar affects people, as they build houses
and grow their families. This economic
fruitfulness permits a leeway for residents to explore their crafts more deeply, as continued demand for their product blossoms. “It makes you as excited
to buy their products as they are [to be
able] to pay their bills,” says Harlan.
You can see this firsthand at MD
Nursery, which sells gifts, jewelry, and
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artwork from local vendors. Their products, to name a few, include jewelry
from Michelle Miller of Magpie; screenprinted tile work from Elisa Davis of
Rivertime Designs; screen-printed hats,
prints, and greeting cards from Aimee
Babneau Art; and fused glass jewelry
and garden hangers from Nancy Miller
of SeaStar Fused Glass. They also purchase the services of graphic designer
Stacey Walker Oldham for their logos
and brochures. A walk through the MD
gift shop gives visitors a sampling of
what separates our community from
others, as both locals and visitors can
buy a little piece of Teton Valley from
the supported artists.
Pam Walker, executive director of
the Teton Valley Education Foundation, enjoys sharing local shops and
restaurants with her visitors. “They get
to meet local people and buy things
that are unique to our community,” she
says. “It’s the boutique stores and good
restaurants that make Teton Valley distinctive to visitors and irreplaceable to
residents.”

YOU CAN FIND IT AND BUY IT IN
TETON VALLEY! WHETHER YOU’RE
SEARCHING FOR (CLOCKWISE
FROM ABOVE) COZY INTERIOR
DÉCOR (FESTIVE LIVING,
VICTOR), BACKCOUNTRY GEAR
(YOSTMARK MOUNTAIN SPORTS,
DRIGGS), THAT ‘MOOSED-HAVE’
GIFT FOR SOMEONE SPECIAL
(GUCHIEBIRD’S, DRIGGS), OR
WINTER THREADS TO KEEP YOU
WARM (HABITAT, DRIGGS).

It’s About Giving Back

“Shopping local
fosters close
and deep
connections between
producers and
consumers.”
-Alyson Harlan

The Teton Valley Education Foundation’s Shop for Schools initiative
benefits both valley businesses and
the local school system. Held on the
first Saturday of December, this fundraiser’s mission is to urge people to
shop locally, while also donating to a
good cause. Each shop keeps track of
their day’s sales and donates either a
percent of their sales or a flat amount
to the education foundation.
Walker says that the funds raised
through the event help take “learning beyond the textbooks,” by contributing to
things like Driggs Elementary School’s
family science night; tower gardens
at Rendezvous Upper Elementary and
Victor Elementary schools; hosting the
Shakespeare Festival; and funding the
robotics program at the high school.
The Shop for Schools initiative raises approximately $15,000 annually for grants
awarded to teachers for use in their
classrooms and for special projects.
Walker explains the reciprocal advertising efforts that go into this event
via flyers in schools and around town,
social media posts, and ornaments
hung in participating shop windows.
She thinks it’s important for families
to shop locally and support the businesses that support the foundation. “It
[also] shows our students that we like
to pay it forward,” she says.
Prissel agrees, stressing the importance of the cycle of such an event. “By
participating in this event, we back
our customers who work in the school
system—the administrators and teachers that deal with our kids every day.
It’s just one more level of support that
shows we believe in them.”

For the Health of Your Family
No doubt buying local food is just
plain healthier. But for mountain town
residents, it’s relatively easy to fall off

the local food wagon during the winter.
That’s why in 2014 MD Nursery created
their Winter Farmer’s Market as a way
for farmers and local producers to sell
their goods in the winter. The event also
serves as a space for families to gather,
visit, and listen to music. In addition to
food and craft vendors, there is always
one nonprofit table and a weekly raffle
for a gift basket filled with vendor goodies. Attendees earn raffle tickets with
each vendor purchase; there is no money exchanged for the raffle.
Lisa Hanley, owner of Forage Bistro
& Lounge, tackles the winter food slump
by serving primarily whole foods to her
customers. Some of Forage’s offerings
are still sourced locally, like goat meat
from Thistle Creek Farms in Victor,
cheese from Lark’s Meadow Farms in
Rexburg, and bread from 460Bread in
Driggs. Most everything they make is
handmade and their dishes are void of
pre-made sauces.
“You just feel better eating [food
made from scratch],” she says.
Hanley also stresses the camaraderie that forms when people eat locally.
“It helps keep the businesses in business when the tourist season is slow,”
she says. But during busy times, locals
are also more understanding if a hiccup
in service happens. “We get a little more
grace from the locals and it gives it all a
more personalized feel,” she says.
It all comes down to sustainability—not just community economics,
but the relationships that exist among
locals. “Shopping local fosters close
and deep connections between producers and consumers,” Harlan says.
“Close because there are fewer middlemen. And deep because we live and
breathe amongst one another. Community pride develops from a successful
partnership. And pride in place gives
way to a rich vitality.”
WINTER 2017/2018
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Crystal
Clear
S

The science
of snowflakes

BY KATE HULL
PHOTOGRAPHY
BY KENNETH LIBBRECHT

nowflakes are captivating,
whether you’re a powderhound engrossed with the
everchanging
snowpack
or a kid-at-heart filled with
memories of standing outside and looking up, catching softly falling flakes on
your tongue. The frozen crystals are a
sight to see and, for some, to study.
Kenneth Libbrecht is a professor
of physics at the California Institute of
Technology. Originally from North Dakota, Libbrecht has dedicated his work
life to studying the molecular dynamics
of snow-crystal growth; or, as he calls
it, the physics of snowflakes. Early on
in his career, he became fascinated
with each icy particle’s journey.
“We know an awful lot about water,
but people are puzzled about why crystals grow into the shapes they do,” he
says. “How do the surfaces grow? How
do they accumulate water vapor? How
fast does it happen?”
The life of a snowflake, it turns out,
is complex. The first thing to clear up is
the matter of “snowflake” versus “snow
crystal.” A snowflake can be anything
from sleet and hail to snow crystals.
But the picturesque, uniquely shaped
crystals known to all—typically coming in a hexagonal shape—and commonly called snowflakes are actually
snow crystals.
To learn more about these dazzling
natural marvels, Libbrecht took to

photography. He has traveled to many
places where the snow falls, from Utah
to Alaska, seeking out the perfect temperatures for snow crystal growth.
This treasure hunt has produced an
immensely mixed bag of shapes, sizes,
and other distinctions.
“Since I live in Southern California, it
doesn’t work to just go outside,” he says.
“I look for places that get a lot of snow,
with temperatures that stay pretty cold.
As far north as people live, that’s where
the best snowflakes are. Fairbanks,
Alaska, is one of the coldest places and
one of the best for snow crystals.”
Although Teton Valley boasts impressive snow totals year after year,
Libbrecht explains that the Tetons
aren’t quite cold enough for reliable
snow crystal formation (although on
frigid January days, some locals might
beg to differ). But the amateur seeking
a lovely photograph or on the hunt to
uncover a specific shape is bound to
discover a hodgepodge of crystals during each snowfall here.
Be on the lookout for a brisk winter day, with a temperature of around
5 degrees and little wind. During such
conditions, the most recognizable
star-shaped crystals, called stellar
dendrites, are likely to form. Dendrite
means tree-like, and these crystals
boast long branches with varying offshoots and designs.
“The biggest crystals happen at 5 to
10 degrees Fahrenheit; that is the magic
WINTER 2017/2018
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Every day, every
grocery need...we
have you covered

Every Day
7 AM to 9 PM

787-2230
Main & Center in Victor

Your Home Base for
Relaxation or Adventure
On the road to Grand Targhee
Satellite Television - WiFi
Oversized Jacuzzi - Kitchenettes
Hand-crafted Fire Ring
Picnic & Activity Grounds
Welcoming Reunions or Groups
Affordable Rates and Specials

(866) 687 1522

www.tetonvalleycabins.com
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temperature,” Libbrecht says. “When it
is much warmer, like 23 degrees, you
tend to get columned crystals. Once it
is below zero, it becomes too cold.”
The creation of a single snowflake
in the atmosphere, which takes about
forty-five minutes, begins when water
vapor converts into ice without becoming rain. A snow crystal is not just a frozen raindrop. That, Libbrecht explains,
is sleet or hail. As the crystal falls, a
hexagonal plate sprouts six branches
that experience the same conditions
at the same time, so the growth occurs
simultaneously and identically. The
shape is determined by the path the
crystal takes while falling through the
clouds. A close examination of a single
crystal reveals a mesmerizing and natural work of art.
Libbrecht offers this advice for
those wanting to explore the universe
of snow crystals: “First go out, walk
around, and see what you can find.
Bring a magnifying glass and see what
you can see,” he says. “It is fascinating
what you’ll discover. Often you will
see many different shapes: flowerlike
crystals, fernlike stellar dendrites, and
columns that have two plates on different ends. There is a whole menagerie
of crystals.”
Libbrecht remembers the long, cold
winters in North Dakota of his childhood as a bit monotonous. Discovering
the excitement of searching for new
snow crystals spiced up his otherwise
dull days and fueled his love of science.
“If you stop and think about it, there
is a lot of cool stuff going on around
you all the time,” he says.
Interested in photographing the
minute icy wonders? Libbrecht recommends grabbing a three-dollar magnifying glass, a piece of black cloth, and
your camera phone. Or, just head out
with the camera and see what lands on
your (dark-colored) sleeve. For his professional photographic escapades, however, the system is a bit more thorough.
“I am always looking for more detail; that’s the scientist in me,” he says.

KENNETH LIBBRECHT
HAS SPENT HIS
CAREER STUDYING
SNOW-CRYSTAL
GROWTH; HE
EVEN HAS GROWN
IDENTICAL TWIN
SNOWFLAKES IN HIS
CALIFORNIA LAB.

First, Libbrecht lets the crystals fall
on blue foam core. The crystals start to
change almost immediately and begin
to lose their nice shape quickly, so he
races the clock.
“After I find some nice crystals, I
use a little tiny paintbrush to move it.
The bristles have tiny burs on them,
so it’s easy to pick up a snowflake,” he
says. “I then drop it on a microscope
slide and quickly take a photograph.
The whole process takes a minute. You
must go fast.”
Libbrecht has turned his photography into several books, including a
field guide to identifying different crystal formations. Now, he has over 10,000
photographs to study, but there are always more crystals to discover.
At some point in your childhood,
you were probably told that no two
snowflakes are exactly alike. In nature,
this is accurate. “In the outside world,
the growth of the crystal depends on
the environment around it,” Libbrecht
says. “The crystal grows as it is blowing around. Every time the temperature and humidity change around it, it
grows differently.”
The final shape of the crystal depends on the path it follows, which can
be very complex. Since no two crystals
follow the exact same path, no two
look exactly alike. But in the lab, Libbrecht can grow identical crystals.
“I set them on a glass plate and
grow them side by side in a controlled
environment,” he says. “They see the
same changes at the same time: they
are identical twin snowflakes.” These
types of crystals are called designer
snowflakes.
But making snow crystals in the lab
is not for everyone, obviously. Part of the
enjoyment of delving into the universe of
snowflakes is spending time in the great
outdoors during the magic of winter.
“It is fun in the sense that bird
watching is fun,” Libbrecht says. “You
don’t want to watch other people doing
it, but if you are into it, it is a wonderful
experience.”

“Teton hospitality at its finest for over 20 years”

800.787.9178 or 208.787.2667 | diningincateringinc.com

208-399-2TOW • 24hr Tow
Certified driver

Owner/Manager - Ron Hunt
Phone: 208-787-9286
Mobile: 208-313-1435
rhcrash@silverstar.com
Your C.R.A.S.H. is our business
We take all major credit cards

Glass replace & repair
Frame straightening
854 Rocky Road, Industrial Park • Driggs, Idaho 83422
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Welcoming the Wapiti
National Elk Refuge sustains Jackson
Hole’s original conservation effort
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BY KATE HULL
PHOTOGRAPHY BY LARA AGNEW

A

t the turn of the twentieth century, Jackson Hole
ranchers and other residents began to notice the
elk population starving
during the harsh winters.
Armed with a desire to
protect the herd, rancher
Stephen N. Leek began photographing
the malnourished mammals and giving
lectures on their condition.
By 1912, thanks to a U.S. Biological Survey by Edward A. Preble, the
National Elk Refuge was established
by an Act of Congress, which appropriated money for the purchase of
the lands two years before Jackson
became incorporated as a town. This
notable effort marked one of the first
and biggest conservation movements
for the region, setting the course for a
deep-seated relationship between its
residents and the surrounding wildlife.
Those mammoth efforts from more
than a century ago continue to carry
impact today.
Each winter, the Greater Yellowstone Region is covered with a blanket
of snow that can accumulate to several feet deep. The pristine
winter wonderland welcomes visitors from
throughout
the
world searching for snowy
pursuits.
But
one
pursuit
might
just top
them

all: an up-close encounter with thousands of elk.
Beginning in mid-December and
ending in early April, Double H Bar
takes nearly 30,000 visitors per season
on horse-drawn sleigh rides through
the elk refuge. Patrons bundle under
Pendleton blankets, cozy up with one of
the dozen or so other riders, and head
out onto the vast refuge. The glistening snow covers a little less than 25,000
acres of land that borders the town of
Jackson to the south, the Bridger-Teton
National Forest to the east, and Grand
Teton National Park to the north.
On a frigid but sunny January day
last winter, my husband Kenny and I
embarked on our own trip to the refuge, where we boarded a sleigh.
“This is better than National
Geographic isn’t it? We are living it,”
our seasoned guide, Alta resident Meredith Wilson, says.
The cover of snow sparkled below
as the sled glided across the landscape,
and the horses clinked and clanged
as they galloped along. Around three
hundred yards into the refuge, we were
surrounded by elk as far as we could
see in every direction. The refuge aims
to sustain 5,000 elk each winter, but
early and heavy snowfalls last winter
brought an estimated 7,000 to the protected area by January.
We onlookers in the sled sat in silence during our first close-up gaze at
the powerful mammals. A cow with
her young calf sauntered by to join the
herd. Her calf mewed, signifying that
it was lunchtime, and began to nurse.
Hundreds of others grazed adjacent to
the sled, while in the distance two bulls
showcased their strength and butted
antlers; the massive horns crashed together with a loud snap. All the while,
Wilson shared his wealth of knowledge,
from the history of the refuge to anecdotes about specific elk. As he spoke, a
smaller bull with a broken antler came
into view.
“That’s Tom Brokaw,” Wilson says,
laughing.
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THE DOUBLE H BAR
GUIDES, LIKE ALTA
RESIDENT MEREDITH
WILSON, TAKE 30,000
VISITORS A YEAR
ON WINTRY, HORSEDRAWN SLEIGH
RIDES THROUGH
THE NATIONAL ELK
REFUGE.
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The Tetons towered to the west of
the refuge. The horses continued to
pull the sleigh farther into the protected lands, while we took in the amazing sight. The winter range allows the
elk to safely access continuous open
space that keeps them from town and
out of harm’s way on private land, enabling a higher chance of survival amid
the tough winter conditions. The herd
inside the refuge has a 2 percent winter mortality rate, whereas the rate for
a herd that stays outside the range increases to approximately 20 percent.
At its core, the refuge’s mission is
simple: wildlife first.
“The National Elk Refuge is a national wildlife refuge,” says Lori Iverson, the outreach director at the refuge. “People are familiar with national
parks and national forests, but they are
not as familiar with national wildlife
refuges. There are over 560 in the United States that are all set aside for the
protection and preservation of habitat
and wildlife.”
Beyond elk, the refuge is home to
fifty different mammal species and 175
species of birds. Trumpeter swans, bald
eagles, bison, bighorn sheep, and many
other critters find habitat throughout
the refuge. Sitting adjacent to the highway leading to town, the refuge is set
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off by a fence. The wildlife, however,
are not confined to the refuge.
“There are openings in the fence
called elk jumps,” Iverson says. “The
highway is in a migration corridor. The
jumps allow the elk an opportunity to
get off the highway and into the refuge.”
By January, the population is at its
biggest. Throughout the winter, the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service provides supplemental feed to keep the herd healthy.
How long the animals stay is dependent
on weather. As soon as the grass pops
up and the snow recedes, usually in late
April, they head for higher ground.
After we spent an hour admiring the
majestic herd, our horses turned back
to head home. Despite cold fingers and
toes, everyone was all smiles, sad to
see the adventure end.
“It is a very moving experience
for people,” Iverson says. “You get absorbed in the setting, listening to the
elk communicate with one another and
the cows making noise back and forth,
or the clacking of antlers while the
bulls spar. To be that close to wildlife
is so unique.”
To experience the refuge for yourself, visit the Jackson Hole and Greater
Yellowstone Visitor Center to book your
trip. Sleigh rides operate from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. More information: bart5.com

$10/year
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Flung

Forever Young?
Searching the World for
Beauty and the Beholder
BY MOLLY LOOMIS
ILLUSTRATION BY MEGHAN HANSON
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PHOTOS: MOLLY LOOMIS

I

n a courtyard of crumbling concrete and marigolds, a young
nurse in pastel scrubs handed
us each a small white booklet
filled with blue Cyrillic script.
The only intelligible item was
the blue outline of a male and
female body. Melis, Andy, and I
followed her into a large hallway where
we waited for another nurse who took
our vitals, jotting notes in our booklets.
With a wincing face, Andy rubbed his
shoulders hoping it would guarantee
the prescription of a massage. I opted
for a weird, kneading-dough version of
jazz hands. Somehow it worked. Our
obvious soreness transcended the language barrier. With our books marked,
we were sent on our way.
True, Melis Coady, Andy Tyson, and
I went to Kyrgyzstan to climb in the Tien
Shan Mountains. At least that’s what
we told people. But really, this Russian
health spa, aka ‘sanatorium,’ was the
draw. Some travel the world sampling
local cuisine; others, fine wine or museums. I tell people it’s about unexplored
mountain ranges—but really it’s about
inexpensive beauty salons, parlors, and,
of course, sanatoriums. You can learn a
whole lot about the inner workings of
just about anything from the comfort
of a bathrobe and a reclining spa chair.
This is especially true in the parts of the
world I frequent, where bars, sporting
events, and many other social venues
that men take for granted are unofficially off-limits to the other half of a country’s population (and female visitors).
This draw of mine started with eyebrows. While I was living as an exchange
student in an Argentine cow-town, each
afternoon las chicas would gather to
drink maté, smoke cigarettes, and shape
our eyebrows into arcs even a St. Louisan would envy. A steadfast tomboy, I
had imported a dark, Northern California
forest above my blue eyes. It took most
of the winter for me to be persuaded to
thin the grove, by which time I’d gotten
the hang of the porteña accent and was
nearly blowing smoke rings.

Years later in Nepal, I advanced to
“threading,” the sleight of hand during which a fine piece of thread is
slipped over the offending hair, then,
at the speed of light, plucked out at
its root. Note to readers: The upper
lip is infinitely more sensitive than the
eyebrows, and a dear friend who attempted threading her bikini line had
to return multiple times to finish as the
pain made her sweat intensely. But lest
we complain, back in medieval England
large foreheads were the height of fashion, thus lasses would pluck their hairlines as well.
I digress.
The sanatorium was neither Melis’
nor my first foray into Russian beauty
rituals. (As a man, Andy had pretty
much missed out on this important
part of cultural exchange. Sure, he
had his straight-edge shave ritual preand post-climb in Asian barber shops,
but that didn’t impress us.) Climbing
partners since college, Melis and I had
many times traveled to far off mountain
ranges with big talk of first ascents and
descents. On occasion we’d return with
those accomplished, but we’d always
return with glowing skin, hair highlights
of some variety, and, if it had been a really good trip, bangs or a perm. (Note:
In Chile, the term “muy natural” translates to “platinum blonde like Marilyn
Monroe, please.” It could be worse:
medieval Venetians bleached their hair
with lion urine.)
Weeks earlier, on a different Kyrgyz
beauty binge, Melis and I sat in sticky
plastic salon chairs listening to a downpour in the local banya. These Russian
bathhouses are an important cultural institution, dating back to 945 A.D., where
women of all ages (and men on their
own side of the building) congregate to
relax, socialize, and get cleaned up. In
regions where plumbing and hot water
aren’t commonplace, banyas are both a
luxury and a necessity. The sky, visible
through barred windows, was growing
dark and the red concrete floor and cinder block walls, disguised in flaky white

TOP: A DENTAL TREATMENT
ROOM IN A SOVIET-ERA
SANATORIUM IN KYRGYZSTAN.
BOTTOM: ANDY TYSON
POLITELY DECLINES THE
OFFER OF A PROFESSIONAL
EAR CLEANING WHILE IN THE
CHINESE CITY OF CHENGDU.
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TOP: BLIND MASSAGE PARLORS,
LOCATED THROUGHOUT CHINA,
ARE PART OF A GOVERNMENT
INITIATIVE TO EMPLOY BLIND
CITIZENS. BOTTOM: A MAN
RELAXES IN A CHENGDU TEA
GARDEN WHILE HIS EARS ARE
DEWAXED WITH A VARIETY OF
FEATHERS, PICKS, AND SCOOPS.
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paint, did nothing to insulate us from
the chill setting in. I was feeling particularly daring when I pantomimed my
request for highlights, though not of the
Gatorade-red variety my stylist favored.
After a quick rinse, she slipped an extremely thin grocery bag over my head
and secured it around my forehead with
a rubber band. From the front pocket
of her flowery apron she pulled a cheap
plastic comb with a point at the end and
punctured the bag, then pulled sections
of hair through said plastic bag, hair
that would end up in tangles once it
emerged through the bag. I was transformed into a weird version of Medusa.
As the stylist ran color with her gloved
fingers through my strands of hair, Melis piped in from behind me:
“Moll, are you sure you want to do
this?” The way in which Melis’ question
was a statement, I knew I’d crossed the
line between cultural experience and
dumb idea. I debated asking the stylist for a drag on her cigarette to ease
the pain radiating from my scalp, then
feigned astonishment at my new look as
I gazed into the mirror and she blew my
hair dry.
I opted to numb the pain with
a beer instead of a smoke while the
women prepped warm baths for pedicures—our first ever. I was hoping it’d
be more successful than my first highlights, which now haphazardly covered
my head in tarnished blonde streaks,
beginning and ending with an awkwardly abrupt straight line across my mane.
There was nothing “muy natural” about
this look, either.
Anyone who has spent any time in
a beauty shop (or a bathhouse) knows
that the superficial care is only half of
the treatment. In between the most
amazing callus trim and my first coat of
tangerine dream, the question of which
was the enemy force—communism
or capitalism?—became increasingly
unanswerable. The women were well
educated with lives and careers prior
to working in the banya. The fall of
communism changed everything. The

younger generation was excited about
independence, but all these women
wanted was a return to the reliability
and security of Soviet rule. As our nails
dried, they told us about family killed in
coups; the statue for a war hero uncle
in a nearby park; and the heaviness that
hung around their generation, only getting thicker as they aged.
Now, I don’t want to bore any male
readers who by some miracle are still
along for the ride. True, beauty rituals are historically and predominately
oriented toward those of the female
persuasion. But there are options for
the men that go far beyond the straightedge shave or a massage.

I knew I’d
crossed the line
between cultural
experience and
dumb idea.
While traveling in Chengdu, in Western China, again under the pretense of
climbing, Andy was offered the opportunity to experience Cai Er, traditional
Chinese ear cleaning—while sipping
jasmine tea in a park, as is the custom.
Known for its aural services, Chengdu
was home to thirty master ear cleaners. Recently, these practitioners had
petitioned the government to honor the
centuries-old tradition as a UNESCO
designated ‘Intangible Cultural Heritage
Element.’ Now, before getting uppity
about the superiority of the Q-tip, it’s
important to understand that a single
gene produces ear wax—granting Westerners with a gooey, smelly, yellowish gunk and Asians with dry, crumbly
wax ranging from grey to tan in color.
This wax is apparently more difficult
to remove than its Western counterpart, hence the eight different cleaning
elements like scoops, goose feathers,
picks, and tongs, which demand exten-

PHOTOS: MOLLY LOOMIS

Seoul Restaurant
authentic Korean food
sive training for proper use.
Such an irresistible offer, yet Andy
adamantly refused. But I admit I, too,
passed on another cultural beautification opportunity: the chance to tone
down my freckles with facial whitening
cream—a mind-boggling, depressing
desire of some to appear like one is rich
enough to not have to work in the fields
all day (aka old-fashioned imperialism
and racism). The practice has been
around for centuries. Even during the
Enlightenment lead, calcium carbonate, and hydroxide were used to lighten
skin; white aristocrats would use the
treatment to achieve the envied deathly
pale pallor of the era. A violet or blue
pencil, traced over veins, intensified the
ghostly look.
So, back to Kyrgyzstan, the sanatorium, and our Russian massages. Just as
the Russian and Chinese brands of communism varied, so did their massages.
In this former Soviet Republic, the masseurs dressed like nurses, there were
no cell phones or cigarettes, and the
mostly ethnic Kyrgyz patrons spoke in
soft tones while walking between treatment rooms.
During the Cold War, the Kremlin
constructed hundreds of sanatoriums
where the proletariat could unwind
during their two-week state-sponsored
vacations. Our chosen sanatorium, located on the shores of Lake Issyk-Kul,
was a concrete replica of a six-story
white ship, poised to steam across
the massive high-altitude lake. A local
friend explained that the sanatoriums
were now filled with Chernobyl survivors, still receiving some benefits from
the government. Many of the men,
dressed in the traditional Kyrgyz kalpak hats and blazers heavy with military pins and medals, may have been
survivors of the Great Russian Civil
War, as ancient as they appeared.
Melis and I sat on hard wooden
chairs awaiting our turn while we listened to Andy undergoing treatment
through the thin walls—a percussion of
slaps, thwaps, and pounding varying in

Kimchi Jjigae

Bulgogi

Galbi

Seafood Soon Do Boo
Seoul Restaurant will definitely fulfill your appetite this winter
Open Tuesday through Sunday. We also have sushi!

Very Happy Sushi Roll

528 Valley Center Drive (North Driggs)

(208) 354-1234 • seoulrestaurantdriggs.com

CORNER DRUG
10 S. Main, Driggs • 208-354-2334

OLD-FASHIONED SODA FOUNTAIN
• pharmacy
• lime freezes
• huckleberry
milk shakes
• specialty toys
• children’s books
• fish & game licenses
•
• sporting goods
• hand-tied flies
• Idaho souvenirs
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Sports gear • Housewares • Decor • Books
Clothing • Toys • Holiday • and more!

The best retail secret in Teton Valley

See N’ Save Thrift Store
75 East Little Ave, Driggs, ID 83422

Sales benefit Teton Valley Hospital Foundation
Learn more at tvhfoundation.org

Barton J Birch
EMAIL

Bart@eastidaholaw.net

PHONE

208-354-0110

ADDRESS

65 S. Main #2 | Driggs, ID 83422
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Y O U R M O U N TA I N

We’ve Mastered Custom

R E T R E AT F U R N I S H I N G
& DESIGN CENTER

rustynailinteriors.com • 208-354-4663 • Broulim’s Center in Driggs • 180 S. Main, Ste. C2
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cadence and pitch. The medley went on
for a good twenty minutes. After we’d
each gone through it, another twenty
minutes were spent debriefing the effectiveness of these new techniques.
The sanatorium’s additional options
for relaxation and spiritual uplift were
also new to us: water treatment with
mineral, pearl, and oxygen, or “gynecological irrigation,” in a large concrete
tub with a disproportionately large
black vacuum tube circling in the water. Wait, there’s more: the subject also
had his or her choice between a circular, Charcot’s, or Scottish shower;
cleansing enemas not to be confused
with bowel irrigations; and Sithonia irrigations. Then there was the chair into
which patrons were lightly strapped
while receiving low-grade shocks for
physiotherapy. And yes, it did look like
something on loan from a 1950s horror
movie set.
Nothing piqued our interest, especially as we were unable to locate the treatment room that involved crawling into a
plastic bag pumped with carbon dioxide
(helpful for ailments ranging from infertility to depression). If only we’d been
able to read the treatment descriptions
in blue Cyrillic in the booklets.
Though there’s no rock climbing in
Bali, perhaps one day I’ll finagle a way to
experience a Balinese root chakra treatment that wafts incense up one’s nether
reaches. Italy, on the other hand, does
have the Dolomites and vinotherapy
scrubs made of grape pulp and leaves direct from the vine; then there’s Finland’s
skiing and negative 200 degree Fahrenheit cryotherapy, said to enhance vitality, increase metabolism, and even reduce cellulite. I’m intrigued, as weeks
of guiding in the consistently sub-zero
temperatures of Antarctica have never
left me revitalized.
In the meantime, my wrinkles
deepen, my hair turns grayer, and my
skin sags. It’s the inevitable proof of
time passing, just as inevitable as our
attempts, no matter one’s language,
culture, or era, to fight it.

Doctors Toenjes, Brizzee & Orme P.A.
COSMETIC & FAMILY DENTISTRY
305 East 5th North • St. Anthony • 624-3757
204 Main Street • Ashton • 652-7868

tbodental.com

Highest Quality Dentistry
A Lifetime of Value for All Your Dental Needs
• Cerec - Same Day Crowns • Cosmetic Dentistry • Zoom In-Office Whitening
• Veneers, Lumineers, and Crowns & Bridges • Implants • Professional Hygiene Cleaning
• Dentures & Partials • Emergency Care
• Smile enhancement consultations and second opinions at no charge

Dr. John Toenjes, D.D.S.
Se habla espanol

Dr. Gabe Brizzee, D.D.S.

Dr. Drostan Orme, D.D.S..
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Branding Iron Grill
High-alpine fare
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BY KATE HULL

,

WESTERN
MOUNTAIN
MODERN

T

he team at Grand Targhee
calls Branding Iron Grill
the best-kept dining secret
at the resort. But if you’ve
sipped a cocktail slopeside,
munched on fried Brussels
sprouts, or sampled the
truffle fries sprinkled with
parmesan ... well, then you’ve got a secret to tell.
Post powder-filled runs, with exhausted legs and expansive grins, the
Branding Iron Grill—located at the
base of the Dreamcatcher Chairlift inside Rendezvous Lodge—is a favorite.
Of course, the nearby Trap Bar is a
must for your heaping fix of the famous
Wydaho nachos or après live music,
but if you’re looking to sip a cocktail or
fine wine paired with Rocky Mountain
fare crafted by an executive chef (David Hugo), opt for the quiet, cozy atmosphere inside this dining hub. The interiors are a mix of casual and upscale
with a rustic charm. On any given day,
the seats are filled with patrons dressed
in alpine gear amongst couples sans-ski
attire out for a meal.
Hugo came to the resort in 2015,
bringing with him a farm-to-table background from his roots at Vermont’s
Starry Night Café. He incorporates
traditional Wyoming fare—elk steaks
and prime rib—with hearty vegetables,
interesting flavor combinations, and inventive pairings. Hugo furthers sustainable cooking practices by utilizing local
purveyors and seasonal produce. His
love for all-things-local also expands
beyond the food. Each season, Hugo
joins forces with Driggs microbrewery
Grand Teton Brewing to celebrate the
marriage of great food and great beer
with an eight-course tasting menu and
beer pairings to match.
For lunch, a weekend brunch, or an
early dinner, Branding Iron is a treat.
But it’s best paired with a day in the
powder.

PHOTOS: COURTESY OF GRAND TARGHEE RESORT
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Agave

310 North Main Street
Driggs, ID 83422
208-354-2003
Open Daily 11am–10pm

From the owners of El Abuelito in Jackson comes Agave, Teton
Valley’s very own family Mexican restaurant! Serving fajitas, burritos,
and all of your Mexican favorites cooked to perfection seven days
a week, with lunch specials from 11am to 3pm daily. Bienvenidos
amigos, mi casa es su casa!

Badger Creek Cafe

110 North Main Street
Tetonia, ID 83452
208-456-2588
Mon and Thurs 9am–3pm
Fri-Sun 9am–9pm
BadgerCreekCafe.com
Badger Creek Cafe serves fresh, seasonal, and chef inspired breakfast, lunch, and dinner on the north end of the valley in a casual setting. Breakfast specialties include biscuits and gravy, chicken and
waffles, and a variety of eggs benedict. Serving burgers, sandwiches,
and salads for lunch, with local favorites for dinner like meatloaf,
chicken fried steak, cast iron seared ribeyes, and fresh Idaho trout.
Homemade desserts prepared daily. Join us for happy hour Friday
through Sunday from 3pm to 5pm for discounted beer, wine, and bar
snacks. Garden patio seating available.

Barrels & Bins

36 South Main Street
Driggs, ID 83422
208-354-2307
Open Daily 9am–7pm
BarrelsandBins.market
Teton Valley’s source for all-natural and organic products including
local and organic produce, meats, cheeses, and bulk food; 460 Bread
baked fresh daily; beer and wine; nutritional supplements; health
and beauty products; all natural pet foods; and much more! Juice &
Smoothie Bar is open 9am to 2pm daily. Check in for the soup of the
day, sandwiches, and salads, as well as other various grab-and-go
takeout options. [p. 15]

Broulim’s Food and Pharmacy
240 South Main Street
Driggs, ID 83422
208-354-2350
Open Mon–Sat 7am–11pm
broulims.com/driggs

Order sandwiches to go made from your choice of Columbus meats
and cheeses. Breakfast sandwiches and paninis made fresh daily,
as well as hot baked or rotisserie chicken, take-and-bake pizza,
and other meals to go. Check out our display of hand-cut specialty
cheeses! Freshly prepared salads, our own Sushi Bar, and hot Asian
food. Daily specials of smoked meats available. Inquire at the Deli
for catering services.
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Corner Drug

10 South Main Street
Driggs, ID 83422
208-354-2334
Open Mon–Sat 9am–6:30pm
driggspharmacy.com
Located at the stoplight in historic downtown Driggs, the familyowned and -operated Corner Drug has been a local favorite for satisfying that ice cream craving for more than a hundred years. Try a
fresh lime freeze or a huckleberry milkshake. Corner Drug also has
your weekend essentials and a full-service pharmacy. Hunting and
fishing licenses and tackle available. [p. 77]

Daydreams Restaurant
and Ice Cream Shoppe

80 North Main Street
Driggs, ID 83422
208-610-7858
Open Mon–Sat 8am–9pm,
Sun 1pm–9pm
Located in the old creamery building on Main Street, Daydreams is
your go-to stop for breakfast, lunch, and dinner—and for that midday ice cream fix! Start the morning with a warming espresso, chai
tea, or horchata and fuel up with delicious pastries, organic real-fruit
smoothies, and croissants. For lunch, order up Daydreams’ flavorful
soups and stews like baked potato and roasted red pepper. Don’t
miss the selection of fresh deli sandwiches on 460Bread. Dine in or
grab and go!

Dining In Catering, Inc.

Bill Boney,
Owner & Executive Chef
208-787-2667, toll-free 800-787-9178
diningincateringinc.com

Dining In Catering, Inc. is the region’s most experienced outdoor event
catering company, receiving rave reviews for great food and service.
Owner and executive chef Bill Boney and his staff have catered the
biggest events, weddings, and corporate retreats to take place in Jackson Hole and Teton Valley. Dining In Catering also offers a banquet
location in Teton Valley, The Wildwood Room, the gathering place for
Teton Valley’s best events since 2003! [p. 69]

Forage Bistro & Lounge

285 Little Avenue, Suite A
Driggs, ID 83422
208-354-2858
Open Daily Mon–Fri 11am–9pm,
Sat and Sun 10am–9pm
forageandlounge.com
Forage Bistro & Lounge, specializing in seasonal regional cuisine with an emphasis on local ingredients, offers creative, chefinspired lunch, brunch, and dinner seven days a week. Enjoy halfpriced bottles of wine every Wednesday, as well as Happy Hour
food-and-drink specials daily from 3pm to 6pm. Amazing burgers,
braised lamb shank, chicken ‘pot pie,’ market fish, juniper-gin duck
breast, venison tenderloin, homemade desserts, and more served
from scratch. Our open kitchen with nothing to hide offers diners a
unique experience in Teton Valley.

Grand Targhee Resort

Alta, WY 83414
800-TARGHEE (827-4433)
grandtarghee.com

Chef David Hugo of The Branding Iron offers a menu that features
authentic Rocky Mountain fare and housemade items. Come enjoy
casual slopeside dining with a full bar, must-try menu, and unbelievable views. At the Trap Bar and Grill you’ll find a wide selection
of local microbrews on tap, great food like the famous Wydaho Nachos, high-definition TVs with your favorite sports teams, and the
best après live music on this side of the Tetons! Snorkels is your
slopeside bistro; enjoy a cup of hot coffee or cappuccino with a
Wyoming-style breakfast burrito; return for lunch and a fresh sandwich with a steaming cup of soup. Stop by for dinner on weekends
and holidays for authentic Mexican cuisine. At Wild Bill’s, treat
yourself to Mexican fare, burgers, house-made chili, soups, pizza,
and more! [BC]

Linn Canyon Ranch

1300 East 6000 South
Victor, ID 83455
208-787-LINN (5466)
linncanyonranch.com
Linn Canyon Ranch is a winter wonderland where sleigh bells ring as
you dash through the snow in a horse-drawn sleigh. Join us for a cozy
western evening and an elegant dinner in our historic lodge. Experience the fine hospitality the Linn family is known for. Twenty-four
hour advance reservations required. We also host holiday and private
parties. [p. 12]

McDonald’s®

1110 West Broadway @ Hwy 22
Jackson, WY 83001
307-733-7444
Open Daily 5am–12am or later
mcwyoming.com/6435
Fast, Affordable, and On Your Way! Whether you’re driving over the
pass on your way to Grand Teton National Park or commuting to your
job on the “other side,” make McDonald’s® a part of your day. We’re
serving your breakfast favorites like the classic Egg McMuffin®,
Egg White Delight McMuffin®, and McCafe™ beverages featuring
Lattes, Mochas, and Frappes. Premium Salads, Real Fruit Smoothies,
and Fruit and Maple Oatmeal are delicious choices to support your
healthy, active lifestyle. [p. 13]

Seoul Restaurant

528 Valley Center Drive, Suite #4
Driggs, ID 83422
208-354-1234
Open Daily, except
Monday, 11am–10pm
seoulrestaurantdriggs.com
Come in and try Seoul Restaurant, where authentic Korean food will
surely fulfill your appetite. We serve hot pot soups such as Kimchi
Jjigae, and Soon Do Boo along with dumpling soup and Jombong
soup. Not in the mood for soup? We also have hearty meat entrees
such as Galbi, Bulgogi, Dolsot Bibimbap, Sushi, and much more!
Located in north Driggs, Seoul Restaurant will definitely satisfy your
appetite. We also offer takeout. [p. 77]

Taquitos Carlitos

57 South Main Street
Victor, ID 83455
208-787-8278
Open Tues – Sat 11am–9pm
Sun 11am–8pm
facebook.com/taquitoscarlitos
Victor’s new, fresh taqueria-style restaurant Taquitos Carlitos features
authentic, fast, and good quality Mexican fare like tortas, enchiladas,
burritos, gorditas, quesadillas, and more, as well as your favorite
snacks and candy. Perfect for a sit-down lunch or dinner, or for a meal
on the go, Taquitos Carlitos is bringing delicious homemade Mexican
food to downtown Victor. Stop by seven days a week.

Tatanka Tavern

18 North Main, 3rd Floor of the
Colter Building, Suite 315
Driggs, ID 83422
208-980-7320
Open Daily 4pm–10pm
tatankatavern.com

Tatanka Tavern offers wood-fired artisan pizza, salads, and the finest craft beers and wines. Our fire-kissed crust is the difference of
artisan pizza making. Part lounge and part restaurant; bring in the
family for a night out, or grab a seat at the bar and watch the game.
Enjoy local favorites like Fungus Amongus and Piggy Smalls for
dinner daily. [p. 30]

Teton Thai

18 North Main Street
Driggs, ID 83422
208-787-THAI (8424)
Lunch Mon–Fri 11:30am–2:30pm;
Dinner Daily 4pm–9pm
tetonthai.com
Voted “Best Restaurant, Teton Valley” in the Jackson Hole Weekly,
Teton Thai offers something for everyone. Enjoy a variety of exotic
dishes, from Crispy Duck Pad Gar Pow to Muslim-style Masaman
curry, all made from our family’s recipes created in Bangkok. Sit at
the kitchen counter and watch our chefs prepare your dish while you
explore our eclectic beer and wine list. Dine in or take out.

The Royal Wolf

63 Depot Street
Driggs, ID 83422
208-354-8365
Open seven days a week; serving lunch and dinner 11am–late
theroyalwolf.com
Since 1997, locals and visitors alike have enjoyed discovering this
off-Main Street establishment offering a diverse menu of sandwiches, burgers, salads, appetizers, and entrées served in a casual,
smoke-free, pub-style environment. Complementing our menu is a
full bar serving all of your favorite beverages, including cocktails,
wine, and a selection of regional microbrews on draft. Enjoy outdoor
dining on our spacious deck during the summer. Daily food and beer
specials, Wi-Fi, and billiards. Stop by to meet old friends and make
new ones. Snow sagas and fish tales told nightly.
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Three Peaks Dinner Table

Victor Emporium

15 South Main Street
Driggs, ID 83422
208-354-9463
Open Fri–Mon 4pm–10pm
Daily happy hours 4pm–6pm
threepeaksdinnertable.com

45 North Main Street
Victor, ID 83455
208-787-2221
Open seven days a week

Enjoy classic Italian dishes with a wild western flare: Elk Meatballs, Spicy Pork Sausage Lasagna, and Idaho Rainbow Trout just
to name a few. A great downtown Driggs restaurant close to the
stoplight. Boutique wine selection available for takeout or on-site
enjoyment. Plenty of gluten-free and vegetarian options. Private inhome or on-site catering and cooking classes available. We feature
locally made artwork in our unique, circa 1940s building. Visit our
website or call for reservations.

Over one million served! For more than sixty-five years the Victor
Emporium Old Fashioned Soda Fountain has served milkshakes,
including the World Famous Huckleberry Shake. Gourmet coffee
and espresso served daily. The Emporium is also a great place to
pick up those unusual gifts. Where the locals meet before enjoying
the great outdoors here in Teton Valley. [p. 22]

Victor Valley Market
5 South Main Street
Victor, ID 83455
208-787-2230
Open Daily 7am–9pm

TJ’s Pizzeria

364 North Main Street
Driggs, ID 83422
208-354-8829
Open Mon, Thurs, Fri 3pm–
8:30pm, Sat 1pm–8:30pm,
Sun 1pm–7:30pm

Victor Valley Market is your local grocer and the place to get fresh
seafood and choice meats in Teton Valley. Offering a unique selection of groceries, from organic and specialty items to your everyday needs, including a full selection of wine and beer. Our gourmet
deli counter offers delicious house-made takeout dishes, along with
sandwiches made with locally baked bread, fresh salads, housemade soups, and so much more! Victor Valley Market has all that you
need to make a delicious meal, whether for eating in or picnicking
out. [p. 68]

Don’t miss some of the best pizza, burgers, and Italian favorites in
Teton Valley. TJ’s Pizzeria is serving up the former Skippy’s Chicken
and Burgers full menu, as well as homemade classic Italian dishes
like chicken piccata and lasagna as well as a wide variety of specialty
pizzas. Grab a slice of the Papa G’s Works with pepperoni, sausage,
mushrooms, and more, or try the Buffalo Chicken Pizza topped with
Frank’s Buffalo Sauce, blue cheese, and chicken. [p. 22]
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Fin and Feather Inn

9444 South Highway 31
Victor, ID 83422
208-787-1007
finandfeatherinn.com

The Fin and Feather Inn is a small bed and breakfast in Teton Valley situated along the Teton Scenic Byway. We combine luxury
and country hospitality, making for a very relaxing and comfortable stay. Our five rooms feature Grand Teton views, spacious
bedrooms, private bathrooms, dual-head showers, a deep soaking
bathtub, HD/Direct TV, and free wireless Internet. Come stay at the
Fin and Feather Inn and experience the wonderful adventures that
Teton Valley has to offer, while enjoying a quality bed and breakfast.

Grand Targhee Resort

Alta, WY
800-TARGHEE [827-4433]
grandtarghee.com

After a day of skiing, it’s time to relax with the family in one of a
variety of western-style slopeside accommodations. All lodging is located just steps away from an array of shopping, dining, and activities.
For those who desire a more intimate family retreat, consider Grand
Targhee Resort’s Vacation Rentals in Teton Valley, perfectly situated
in Victor, Driggs, or on the way to the resort. Call 800-TARGHEE to
book your stay. [BC]

Grand Targhee Resort
Property Management
18 N. Main #105
Driggs, ID 83422
307-353-2300, ext 1396
grandtarghee.com

With over 30 years of experience, our team provides 24-hour service,
real estate advice, and strategic marketing for your vacation rental
to maximize exposure. For those who desire a more intimate family
retreat, consider a vacation rental in Teton Valley, perfectly situated in
Victor, Driggs, or on the way to the resort. Call 800-TARGHEE to book
your stay. [p. 35]

Grand Valley Lodging
Property Management

PO Box 191, 158 N. First Street
Driggs, ID 83422
800-746-5518
mail@grandvalleylodging.com
grandvalleylodging.com
Grand Valley Lodging is the premier property management company
in Teton Valley, operating since 1992. We offer great rates on shortterm rentals that include vacation homes, cabins, and condominiums
throughout the valley. We are also the largest long-term (six-monthsplus) property management company in the valley, and can help you
optimize income and maintain your property. With our extremely
experienced team in the housing rental business, we are happy to
discuss the management of your valuable investment in Teton Valley.
[p. 35]

Linn Canyon Ranch

1300 East 6000 South
Victor, ID 83455
208-787-LINN [5466]
linncanyonranch.com

Our lodging combines the best of luxurious accommodations against
the backdrop of an Idaho winter wonderland. Sleep peacefully in a
timber-frame cabin, nestled in the snowy foothills of the Tetons. Join
us for a sleigh ride and dinner during your stay. We are also happy
to help you reserve off-site adventures, such as snowmobile tours or
cross-country and downhill skiing. [p. 12]

Teton Springs Lodge & Spa by
Natural Retreats
10 Warm Creek Lane
Victor, ID 83455
888-451-0156 or 208-787-7888
tetonspringslodge.com

US News & World Report’s #1 Hotel in Idaho, this Natural Retreats
destination offers fifty-one elegant guest rooms and suites, as well
as luxury mountain log cabins. Nestled on the border of the CaribouTarghee National Forest, the year-round resort has the best of summer
and winter activities available, all in a gorgeous setting. The Stillwaters
Spa & Salon offers a full range of services and the Headwaters Club
& Golf boasts two stunning courses. With a range of activities offered,
this is the perfect destination for an unforgettable family vacation.

Teton Valley Cabins

34 East Ski Hill Road
Driggs, ID 83422
208-354-8153 or 866-687-1522
stay@tetonvalleycabins.com
tetonvalleycabins.com
Nestled amongst mature cottonwoods, Teton Valley Cabins welcomes you for your special getaway, vacation home base, or family
or group reunion. Quaint charm, rustic cabins, and affordable rates
await you at Teton Valley Cabins, just one mile from Driggs, with its
restaurants and shops. Enjoy our picnic and activity grounds complete with an oversized Jacuzzi, or explore Teton Valley from here.
We are centrally located, with Grand Targhee Resort just up the
road, and other recreational opportunities within a few minutes’
drive. Various room types are available. Our rooms are equipped
with microwave, fridge, satellite TV, and Wi-Fi. [p. 68]

Teton Valley
Realty Management

253 South Main Street
Driggs, ID 83422
208-354-3431
mail@tvrmanagement.com
vacationrentalstetonvalley.com
We hope you will allow us to find that perfect home or condominium to make your vacation a memorable and extra-special one. All of
our homes are nicely furnished, meticulously maintained, and fully
equipped to accommodate your group at a fraction of what you would
pay for a few hotel rooms. All homes come complete with linens,
kitchen necessities, cable or satellite TV service, soaps, and paper
products; some have high-speed Internet service. Basically, you receive all the conveniences of home, away from home. [p. 8]
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church
directory
53 Depot Street | Driggs, ID 83422 | 208-354-WORD [9673]
ccteton.org
Visitors welcome. Our motto is to simply teach the Bible simply—
and thus, our pattern of study is verse by verse, chapter by chapter,
book by book, right through the Bible. Sunday service starts at 10am
and typically consists of worship, teaching, and fellowship. Dress is
nice casual, and the service usually lasts about an hour. Children’s
church and a nursery are provided. Wednesday Bible study starts at
7pm and lasts about an hour; dress is casual. One block north of
the stoplight in Driggs, turn west on Depot Street (opposite Wallace
Street and the gas station); the church will be on your right.

Church in the Tetons | Pastor Karlin Bilcher

Driggs City Center | Driggs, ID 83422 | 208-354-HOPE [4673]
churchinthetetons.org / Find us on Facebook
We gather for worship in the Driggs City Center at 9:15am on Sunday
mornings. We celebrate the Lord’s Supper on the first Sunday of the
month. On months with five Sundays we go out as the hands and feet
of Jesus to serve our neighbors however we may. We are a biblically
grounded, Christ-centered, mission-focused, witnessing community
that exists to serve Teton Valley and the world to the glory of God.
We are often described as authentic, relational, genuine, and honest.
Nursery is available for infants and toddlers two and under. Education is provided for kids three and over.

LDS Driggs Idaho Stake

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints | Teton Valley Wards:
Driggs I
Driggs II
Driggs III
Tetonia I
Tetonia II
Victor I
Victor II
Victor III

Tom Hill
Michael Brown
Mitch Blake
Thomas Richins
Jim Douglass
Todd Dustin
Val Kunz
Ryan Nykamp

354-8211
354-8806
354-2379
456-2871
456-2362
787-2211
787-2026
787-3678

1pm
11am
9am
9am
11am
1pm
9am
11am

St. Francis of the Tetons Episcopal Church

20 Alta School Road | Alta, WY 83414 | 208-353-8100
sftetons@silverstar.com | stfrancis.episcopalidaho.org
Join us for Sunday morning worship and Sunday School beginning at
10am. St. Francis of the Tetons Episcopal Church with the Rev. Deb
Adams officiating welcomes worshippers of all walks of faith. In the
shadow of the Tetons, this historic church offers an opportunity to
experience God’s presence and join in fellowship, spiritual renewal,
and service to others.

Teton Valley Bible Church

265 North 2nd East | Driggs, ID 83422 | 208-354-8523
tetonvalleybiblechurch.org
Teton Valley Bible Church welcomes everyone to join us on Sunday
mornings at 10:30am. Adult and children’s Sunday school classes begin at 9am. AWANA meets Wednesday nights at 6:20pm for ages 3
years to 6th grade. Junior high ministry also meets Wednesday nights
at 6:20pm. Go to tetonvalleybiblechurch.org for more information
about our church. We are located on the corner of Howard and 2nd
in Driggs. [p. 38]

school
directory

Calvary Chapel Teton Valley

Table Rock Christian School

1510 North Highway 33 | Driggs, ID 83422 | 208-354-9674
trcs.us
TRCS students say they truly enjoy school. We work to ensure that
our students cultivate a joy for learning, while working to develop
positive character traits. We teach them how to think, not just what
to think. We utilize a challenging “Traditional Christian Education”
approach, using time-tested methods including the Bible, McGuffey
Readers, and principles from Charlotte Mason and Spalding. Our
small but solidly established school boasts a tutoring-like, peaceful,
caring environment. If you have a K–8 student, we would enjoy receiving your inquiry.

Teton School District 401

District Office: 208-228-5923
tsd401.org
Teton School District 401 strives to provide a safe and exceptional
learning environment, where career and college readiness are the academic cornerstones of a relevant and progressive education. Our daily
student focus is having Respect, being Responsible and Ready. [p. 31]

Teton High School

Grades 9–12 | 208-228-5924
tsd401.org
As a four-year high school, THS strives to recognize the uniqueness
of the individual in preparing him or her for a lifetime of learning.
THS provides a safe and academically focused learning environment,
where students are challenged for career and college readiness.

Basin High School

Grades 9–12 | 208-228-5928
tsd401.org
Basin High School is an alternative option for students who meet the
state criteria for enrollment. Students obtain credits through a stateapproved independent-study format, with assistance from certified staff.

Teton Middle School

Grades 6–8 | 208-228-5925
tsd401.org
Teton Middle School is dedicated to providing a quality education
through which students will grow in academic achievement, respect
for themselves and others, self-discipline, integrity, honesty, and
responsibility.

Teton Elementary Schools

Grades K–3 at Victor 208-228-5929 | Driggs 208-228-5927 |
Tetonia 208-228-5930 | Rendezvous Upper Elementary grades 4–5 in
Driggs 208-228-5926
tsd401.org
The mission of the elementary schools of Teton School District 401 is
to be integral in the partnership between school, home, and community in nurturing and encouraging all children to become productive
citizens and lifelong learners.
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A Season of Changes!
AS WE BID FAREWELL TO MARTHA PENDL AND HER NAMESAKE COFFEE SHOP AND BAKERY AFTER FOURTEEN
WONDERFUL YEARS, WE WELCOME A NEW CHAPTER AT THE TINY HOUSE WITH BIG FLAVOR. STAY TUNED TO SEE WHAT
OWNER KISA KOENIG IS BRINGING TO THE TABLE, AT THE NEWLY CHRISTENED RISE COFFEE HOUSE.
PHOTOGRAPH BY LARA AGNEW
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LIVE Teton

Valley
christiancisco.com
307.699.1390
Victor, ID | Property ID: #XG47Y6
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